AGENDA
CUMBERLAND TOWN COUNCIL MEETING
Town Council Chambers, 290 Tuttle Road

!Monday,November 14, 20051
6:00 p.m. - WORKSHOP - Spatial Alternatives presentation re: impact of extension of water line from
Fairgrounds to Route 100 via Blanchard and Skill ins Road.
7:00 p.m. - CALL TO ORDER

I.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

October 10, 2005
October 18, 2005

II.

MANAGER'S REPORT

•
•
•

Update on Clean-up effort at properties in area of Blackstrap and Upper Methodist Roads
Val Halla and Snowmobile Club resolution
Ambulance Donation to Long Island

III.

PUBLIC DISCUSSION

IV.

LEGISLATION AND POLICY

OS- 179. To hold public hearing to consider and accept public easement on Thomas Drive - Table to
11/28/05
OS-180.

To hold public hearing to consider and act on Victualer's license for Heidi Valenzuela, d/b/a
Name Your Diet, 96 Range Road, for the period 11/05 - 6/06.

OS- 181. To hold public hearing to consider and accept public easements for Broad Cove Way and
Stockholm Drive.
OS- 182. To hold public hearing to consider and act on amendment to Route One Contract Zone with Peter
Kennedy.
V.

NEW BUSINESS

VI.

ADJOURNMENT

VII.

EXECUTIVE SESSION - pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A., Section 405 (6)(E), re: consultations with legal
Counsel, and 1 M.R.S.A., Section 405(6)(c) re: real estate acquisition.

REBROADCAST SCHEDULE ON REVERSE SIDE

MINUTES
CUMBERLAND TOWN COUNCIL MEETING
MONDAY, OCTOBER 10, 2005

Call to Order- 7:00 p.m.
Present: Chairman Stiles, Councilors Turner, Damon, Storey, Kuntz, and Moriarty.
Excused: Councilor Porter.

I.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES:

September 15, 2005
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, second by Councilor Kuntz, to adopt the minutes as
printed.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS 6-0
September 26, 2005
Councilor Moriarty noted the minutes should reflect his absence as excused.
Motion by Councilor Storey, second by Councilor Kuntz, to accept with clarification as
noted.
VOTE:
PASSAGE 5-0-1 (Councilor Moriarty abstained)

II.

MANAGER'S REPORT:

The Manager, Councilors Turner and Moriarty, along with Code Enforcement Officer
Longley, are working on a possible revision to the section of the ordinance related to
home occupations. The Manager noted there have been "many businesses in place for
many years around town that don't fall within the home occupation definition." As such,
he explained there will be a Notice of Violation issued to an existing home business and
he requested time to review the issue in order to bring forward recommended solutions in
November. RWS issued September numbers showing Cumberland averaged 11-15 tons
per day. The numbers from the PA YT timeframe show an average of 6-7 tons per day; a
"dramatic" drop. The Manager issued a reminder regarding dog licenses, announcing
their availability October 15. Dogs must be registered before January 31 in order to avoid
a late fee of $25.00. Absentee ballots are available now. He has spoken with Councilor
Porter, who is assisting with the hurricane relief efforts. Councilor Porter and other
providers are assisting "non-stop for 14 to 6 hours" a day. Over 600 people are in line for
assistance when the doors open daily. Councilor Porter will move from Texas to
Mississippi or Louisiana in another week, and is planning to return in early November.
Chairman Stiles requested information regarding the new refuse truck. Mr. Shane
explained that the trash truck is a "split packer," meaning it contains two bins; one side

for paper and the other for glass, metal and cans. "R WS is now a two-stream sort. We
ask homeowners to separate at the curb because it's a plus to the drivers at the street." He
explained fmiher that plastic milk bottles should be placed among the glass and tin items.
Lightweight cardboard should be broken down to 3x3' sections and placed with the paper
products. The Chair thanked the public for their participation in the PA YT program.
III.

PUBLIC DISCUSSION:

None
IV.
05 - 163.

LEGISLATION AND POLICY:
To hold public hearing to consider and act on Goose Pond Road land
conveyance to owner and applicant, Goose Pond Development, LLC.

Manager described this item as a "land swap and re-swap". Goose Pond Road was laid
out as a range road and there is a town easement on a portion of the road. Two athletic
fields will be deeded to the town as part of the open space plan. The Manager
recommended approval, pursuant to conditions.
Gwen Frost, Goose Pond Road, had specific questions related to the development, and
was advised by the Manager to contact the Town Plaimer to receive information
regarding the Planning Board review schedule. Chairman Stiles requested the Town
Manager or Police Chief be contacted with specifics related to speeding concerns.
Councilor Kuntz requested information regarding DEP approval. The Manager stated
"they are at DEP at this time," and a hydrological engineer has been retained. "This is
conditional upon Planning Board and DEP approval. If they say don't let it happen I
don't think the PB will let it happen."
Motion by Councilor Turner, second by Councilor Storey, to authorize the Town
Manager to execute a Purchase and Sale Agreement with Goose Pond Development,
LLC, conditioned upon all necessary local, state and federal approvals, for a portion of
the rangeway in the Foxes Gore Subdivsion.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS 6-0
05-164.

To hold public hearing to consider and act on Rock Ridge Run,
Flintlock and Thomas Drive road acceptances.

The Manager requested Rock Ridge Run and Thomas Drive be tabled. "There are a
bunch of issues" related to the acceptance of Rock Ridge Run. It may come back in two
parts, a public easement and then a formal road acceptance. Rock Ridge Run is built to
subdivision standards, but there are minor issues to be resolved. Thomas Drive received

final paving last week. Monumentation is expected in early November, and there are "no
issues that can't be resolved fairly quickly."
With respect to Flintlock Drive, drainage issues were resolved this past Friday, and all
other subdivision standards are met. Staff is recommending acceptance as a town road.
During the public hearing Ken Rogers, 48 Flintlock Ridge, presented a letter from the
homeowners association encouraging the town council to accept the road as a public
road.
Councilor Storey requested the status of the road construction. The Manager indicated
that "they've met the 75% buildout," with two lots remaining. However, the lots are sold.
The developers have agreed to place funds in escrow for the final coat of pavement.
We've given them "a number to pave that road, take care of the shim" and damages,
stated the Manager. "We get a decent road when it's finished."
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, second by Councilor Kuntz, to accept Flintlock Drive as a
public way.
VOTE:
5-1 (Chairman Stiles)
Chairman Stiles explained his vote is an indication he simply does not want to accept
additional town roads; "just public easements."
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, second by Councilor Kuntz, to table Rock Ridge Run and
Thomas Drive to the October 24, 2005 meeting.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS 6-0

05 -165.

To hold public hearing to consider and act on acceptance of public
easements for several roads designated as private.

The Manager had hoped to have some public easements to present this evening. "None
are really far from being accepted ... and most of these can be done by the October 24 or
th
November 14 meeting." He requested tabling this item at this time.
Chairman Stiles questioned what will occur "if it snows in the meantime." In response,
the Manager stated "there will be no snowplows going down any of these roads." Until
they meet a public easement standard, these roads will not receive any winter
maintenance services. Emergency services, however, will occur as they always have.
Mr. James Houghton came on behalf of Cicely Russell, 3 Russell Road. He requested to
submit a letter for the record. He has "some real objections with the form." His letter
was accepted and he was advised this item would return to the October 24, 2005 agenda.
Motion by Councilor Storey, second by Councilor Moriarty, to table this item until
October 24, 2005.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS 6-0

05-166.

To hold public hearing to authorize transfer of funds from affordable
housing fund to assist with a PROP project, 269 Gray Road,
Map U21, Lot 13.

The Peoples Regional Opportunity Program will oversee a project to "help a family
rebuild an existing home." The funding for this project is short $25,000, and the Manager
explained the request to transfer funds from the town's affordable housing fund will
allow the town to establish "a mortgage so that upon sale of the property we would
recoup all of our investment" with interest. It's an investment into the property. We've
done this on several occasions with rebuilding of septic tanks or wells or heating
systems ... and it's worked well for both parties. It's a great project and PROP should be
commended." No public comments were received.
Councilor Damon requested where the affordable housing money comes from. The
Manager explained the money is generated from sales at the Smalls Brook Crossing
housing development, through interest and repayment of the "silent second" mortgage.
Approximately $800 in interest accrues yearly on those properties and upon sale that
amount is deposited into the affordable housing fund. If a property is sold to a "non
qualified buyer" there is a silent second mortgage; "a penalty clause, if you will, of
$20,000 that has to be paid to the town upon sale. There is approximately $70-80,000 in
the account currently. In the past monies have been transferred out to help offset sewer
deficits. But, for the most part the fund has built back up. "If it's sold in the affordable
range, the $20,000 silent mortgage is just transferred, but the interest is paid. If it's
outside, it's on the free market forever. There is no cap on the homes; it's market driven."
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, second by Councilor Turner, to authorize the Town
Manager to execute a mortgage for $25,000 with PROP for the construction of a home at
269 Gray Road, a/k/a Map U2 l, Lot 13; said monies to be transferred from the
Affordable Housing Fund.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS 6-0

05 -167.

To consider and act on Code Enforcement Officer's Notice of
Violation Order for Corrective Action for properties located on
Map R-07, Lot 45; Map R-07, Lot 41C; and Map R-07A, Lot lB.

The Chairman requested Councilor Kuntz recuse himself from this item, and take a seat
in the audience. The Town Manager explained that our Code Enforcement officer visited
the four sites in question and issued on August 2, 2005 a Notice of Violation related to
storage of junk material. Each owner was given thirty days "to comply and come up with
a remediation plan. Mark and Brenda Kuntz have completed the clean up on their
lot ... now we are down to 3 violations." The Town Manager recommended "we continue
on in the corrective action" and the Code Enforcement Officer report to him on a monthly
basis. If no progress continues to be made, or is weakening, the next step is a court
injunction to rectify the violations. "I'd like to continue on the remediation. I'd like to
see if we can do this in a cooperative spirit versus more of a legal spirit."

Councilor Damon questioned why we are "just taking action now?" The Manager
responded, "We don't go out typically and look for trouble. We responded to a
complaint. That's when the action begins." After 30 days, the Code Enforcement Officer
must submit the violation to the Town Council.
Mark Kuntz, a receiver of a Notice of Violation provided some history. He and his wife
received their property in 2002 from the same owners who also owned the other
properties now in violation. He and his wife requested the junk be removed from their
property "on several occasions" and sent a letter of request for removal in September,
2004. He stated he met with the Code Enforcement Officer in June, 2005, regarding a
leaking vehicle. My well is approximately 150-160 feet from the location of the diesel
spill. His wife recently hired a contractor who removed 50 tons of material off his
property, which included cars, trucks, metal, and tires. "My personal feeling is that ifI
can do it in 30 days, they should have been able to do it in 30 days." Mr. Kuntz also has a
share in the ownership of Lot 45, and received permission to "push the junk cars onto
their other existing property," Lot 41 C. But, the "other owner refused to allow us to do
that" so a violation remains on that parcel.
Chairman Stiles explained he is familiar with "all the players" and some "maintain
they've had approval to keep this stock material on hand" because the material is used by
their business. "I do know that for the longest time the moving business built their rigs on
that site. I have been told there was an agreement with the town that they were allowed to
do this. I have asked for copies of it, to which I have not seen." Councilor Moriarty
questioned the progress at the other sites. The Town Manager indicated that while there
was progress early on, it has "weakened in the last few weeks." Councilor Moriaiiy
questioned what knowledge the Manager had of the comment that this "was done by
permission." The Manager replied "That's all second and third hand information. There's
no record in the file that permits the use of the site as it's being used today." Councilor
Turner expressed astonishment that "to the extent there are things there that are above
and beyond the need for a house moving business ... I don't understand how anybody
could think that they had permission from the town to leave materials there .. .It just
baffles me that that could even be suggested." Councilor Damon suggested that perhaps
"they thought the town didn't care because the town's ignored this stuff for so long"
stating "this is an area that the town has not been aggressive in for a long period of time"
and added that "abutters were writing letters for 5, 6 and 7 years" before the clean up
occurred on the island. She recommended contacting the firm who recently removed the
junk from the island pit. "We've already had problems in West Cumberland. The bottom
line is we want it cleaned up."
After requesting the length of the town's discussions with the parties, Councilor Moriarty
suggested he is willing to continue the discussions for another month "but ce1iainly not
month to month. If at the end of that time there's no more movement, or more delay,
then the time's come to take action." In response, the Town Manager recommended legal
action be postponed until November 14th, and the parties be notified as such.

Motion by Councilor Moriarty, second by Councilor Storey, to table this item until
November 14, 2005, and the Town Manager and staff continue to negotiate with the
owners of the lots in question, and as pa11of that the point be made to the owners that on
November 14, 2005 the town council will consider taking enforcement action if no
substantial action has been made by that time.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS 5-0 (Councilor Kuntz recused)

05 -168.

To accept a $3,600 fire accident insurance reimbursement and to
authorize Town Manager to sign release form.

Our fire department provided mutual response to a diesel fuel spill in New Gloucester last
year by offering assistance in securing the site. While most of the cleanup came from
Clean Harbors, we are permitted by law to recover our costs. For the reimbursement, we
will execute a release form. The town attorney has reviewed and approved the release.
The fine and fee has been paid by the trucking company but they "don't want to be on the
hook for liability forever."
Councilor Kuntz questioned whether the release waives the rights of our firefighters "if
for whatever reason they might get sick in the future." The Manager believes it would
and has received a recommendation from the Chief to move forward. "They have not had
any issues related to this clean up."
Motion by Councilor Storey, second by Councilor Turner, to authorize the Town
Manager to execute a General Release of All Claims Agreement between the Town and
JP Noonan Transportation, Inc., and to accept funds in the amount of $3,600 as
reimbursement for expenses associated with a July 15, 2004 JP Noonan tractor trailer
accident.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS 6-0

05 -169.

To set public hearing date to consider and adopt the revised MMA
Model General Assistance Ordinance and Appendixes A-C for the period October 1,
2005 through October 1, 2006.
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, second by Councilor Storey, to set a public hearing date
of October 24, 2005.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS 6-0

05-170.

To set public hearing to consider and act on the following items:
1 - speed zone reduction on Woodside Drive, 2 - stop sign request in
area of Old Gray Road, 3 - Workshop re: working waterfront, and
4 - public hearings on Chebeague Island and Mainland re: secession.

1The Town Manager stated that a request was received from resident to consider
reducing the 25 mph speed limit on Woodside Drive. As a residential neighborhood, he
believes a reduction from 25 mph would be "pretty much impossible. It would be a very
difficult request to put forward" and he didn't believe it would be received favorably by

the state. "We've been very unsuccessful in reducing speed limits, especially when it's
under 25 mph." He instead recommended a neighborhood meeting.
Motion by Councilor Storey, second by Councilor Kuntz, to not to set a public hearing
until after a neighborhood meeting.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS 6-0
2The Town Manager received a request for a stop sign in the area of Old Gray
Road. A neighborhood meeting was held and the Police Chief has authorized the
placement of a stop sign. The Town Manager recommends the council consider this
request at its November 14th meeting.
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, second by Councilor Kuntz, to set a public hearing on
November 14·2005.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS 6-0
3Councilor Damon requested a workshop date in order to receive a presentation
regarding the working waterfront constitutional ballot amendment. Councilor Damon
noted that a coalition of Senators and legislators are working to support this ballot
question and Senator Strimling of Portland will present at the workshop. The Town
Manager recommended a 6:00 p.m. Workshop on October 24, 2005.
Motion by Councilor Storey, second by Councilor Turner, to set a 6:00 p.m. workshop on
October 24, 2005.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS 6-0
4The Town Manager requested dates be set for two secession question public
hearings; one on Chebeague Island and another on the mainland.
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, second by Councilor Turner, to set a Tuesday, October
18, 2005 public hearing at the Chebeague Island Hall, 7:00 pm, and a public hearing be
held as part of the regular mainland meeting of October 24, 2005.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS 6-0

05 -171.

To consider and authorize a Consent Agreement between the Town's
Code Enforcement Officer and Morgan Brill and Gregory Agran for
resolution of alleged zoning violation.

This Consent Agreement is the result of cutting that occurred along the Foreside property
owned by Morgan Brill and Gregory Agran. The owners felt their contractor had acquired
the necessary permitting to undertake the cutting, but that was not the case. Maine DEP
worked with our Code Enforcement Officer to come up with a reasonable mitigation
plan. The Manager recommended authorization of the Consent Agreement, which would
result in some tree replacements, coupled with a fine. No public comment received.

Councilor Damon expressed hope that the "significant fine" is made public "so the
people in the community will understand they can't do this. It's probably been more
pervasive than it should have been. "
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, second by Councilor Turner, to enter into a Consent
Agreement with Morgan Brill and Gregory Agran.
VOTE:
UANIMOUS 6-0

V.

NEW BUSINESS:

Councilor Turner - none
Councilor Damon - This year has been very difficult with natural disasters - tsunami,
hurricane, tenible earthquake in Pakistan. Everybody's heart goes out to the victims of
these disasters. Questioned status of Turkey Lane. Town Manager responded that it is on
the Planning Board agenda and will come back to the town council at a later date.
Questioned whether Bill Healey will talk to council re: potential for a revaluation. The
Manager responded that the state has certified our value at 73% as a town and the island
at 50%. We should "hear the numbers" from the Assessor in November. Councilor
Damon distributed a 1991 postcard made after Stockman Island was saved by Chebeague
Island working with the Land Trust. "We've been in the stewardship business a very
long time."
Councilor Storey - Pleased to see the PA YT numbers shared by the Manager. "There's
still room for the numbers to go lower."
Councilor Kuntz - We are seeing more trash alongside the roadways in West
Cumberland; requested increased litter control in that area.
Chairman Stiles - none
Councilor Moriarty- none
Manager Shane - Mr. Rogers called to state he has been recycling for many years and
now feels penalized as a result of the PA YT program. Mr. Rogers strongly urges the
council to consider a one free bag proposal. The Manager will encourage Mr. Rogers to
attend the budget deliberations in the spring to discuss his comments. Flyers were placed
on vehicles at the Cousins Island parking lot - misinformation re: the town's relationship
with CTC. "CTC has been a great partner; very cooperative. We've had a very good
relationship with the CTC board. Doug Clark and Mark Dyer have been excellent
representatives."

VI.

ADJOURNMENT:

Motion by Councilor Moriarty; seconded by Councilor Storey to adjourn.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS 6-0
TIME:
8:40 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Nadeen Daniels, CMC
Town Clerk

TOWN COUNCIL MINUTES
Chebeague Island Secession Public Hearing
Chebeague Island Hall
Public Hearing
10-18-05
Present: Chairman Stiles, Councilors Turner, Damon, Storey, Kuntz and Moriarty.
Excused: Councilor Porter

Chairman Stiles called the meeting to order and asked that there be a moment of silence due to the passing of Nathan
Stuart.
Chairman Stiles explained this meeting was a public hearing of the town council, and as such he was not required to act
as moderator. Therefore, he would be able to participate in the discussions. He explained the Town Manager would begin
with a presentation, followed by comments from the committee members and councilors.
Mr. Shane presented an overview of the impacts of secession to the own of Cumberland. He stated that the taxes gained
from the Island are slightly over $2 million, and the tax bill is apportioned as follows: 73% for schools; 23% for the Town,
and 4% for the County. The loss to the schools could be a little over $1.5 million, the loss to the Town could be a little
under $500,000, and the loss to the county could be about $83,000. If Chebeague Island were to secede, the Town
would expect to receive approximately $600,000 in additional school funding, and a possible additional $200-$300,000
from school service reductions and a shift in school funding to the Town of North Yarmouth. The shift to the Town of North
Yarmouth could be from $150-$200,000 or higher. These are very preliminary numbers.
The Manager stated that it would be difficult to estimate the amount of increase to the tax rate at this time. He provided a
~xeakdown of the property taxes on Chebeague Island, based upon the 2004 tax year: $1.2 million from seasonal
residents, and $800K from year round residents. There are approximately 202 year round residents on Chebeague Island;
92 of those homes paid less than $2,500 a year in taxes. Twenty-five homes paid between $2,500 and $4,800; 29 homes
paid between $4,800 and $7,000; and 12 homes paid between $9,300 and $17,000 in taxes. Mr. Shane indicated that
these proportions were not much different than the mainland breakdown. He added that as a result of the last revaluation,
73% of the year-round island residents saw no increase or a decrease in their tax bill. He talked about what could happen
in the next revaluation. The Manager next spoke to the various roles and responsibilities within town government.
Mr. Shane expressed his concerns about the impacts to the Town of Cumberland if the Island should secede. He spoke
about the loss of diversity, expressing it would be "a tremendous loss to the fabric of the Cumberland community if the
Island leaves the Town. Whatever happens on November 8th there would be a lot of bridges to build and relationships that
would need to be mended and built and a lot of community support and input from each other."
Chairman Stiles opened the floor to comments from the secession committee members at this time.
Mr. Mark Dyer presented a written document addressing the committee's numbers for the impact on the tax burden. He
explained the committee's numbers were close to those expressed by Manager Shane, however, he clarified the numbers
could change upon any negotiations between the Town of Cumberland and Chebeague Island. He respectfully submitted
their findings to the Town Council on behalf of the committee and thanked the Council and Manager for their work with the
committee. He also expressed his opinion that seceding from Cumberland is the right thing for Chebeague.
Mabel Doughty read a letter that was provided to her as a representative of the committee. The letter outlined the writer's
reasons for secession of the Island.
Mr. Dave Stevens suggested that when he first became involved in the secession process the issue revolved around the
Island community. The feeling was that the community was threatened with regard to education and property taxes. He
/poke about what the residents of Chebeague want for their community and that there are no ulterior motives.
Ms. Beverly Johnson stated that she has learned a lot throughout this process. She assured all present that the five
representatives would do the best they can for the community and she looks forward to working with the Town of
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Cumberland on many aspects, such as public safety and roads, as well as other aspects that the town is already engaged
in involving regionalization.
) Mr. Jeff Putnam spoke to the significant number of people who have expressed interest in serving the Town of
Chebeague Island, which totals nearly 50. There was some discussion regarding the number of full time employees and
volunteers that the Town of Cumberland has in relation to its size.
Chairman Stiles opened the floor for Council comments at this time.
Councilor Mark Kuntz commended the residents of Chebeague Island for going through this process. He hoped that
Chebeague would not leave the Town of Cumberland. He feels that the Town of Cumberland has "a valuable asset that is
the Island of Chebeague and especially its people." He wished the people well in whatever the outcome.
Councilor Donna Damon referred to the meeting with the school board the evening before and stated she did not feel
pessimistic that something could be worked out. She talked about a scenario of tuition for 25 students at $10,000 and its
impact on a future addition to the high school and asked what the financial impact of Chebeague Island leaving the Town
of Cumberland would have on a project like that. Manager Shane responded that $250,000 represents somewhere
between $0.23 and $0.27 on the mil rate. He had not projected tuition students into his revenue projections. He said the
Towns of North Yarmouth and Cumberland would like to reduce their assessments and any additional revenues would be
split proportionately. There was discussion regarding how the tuition student scenario would impact the Town of
Cumberland financially.
Councilor Damon asked if every zone on the Island was assessed at 53% on average. She asked what the other zones of
the Town were as well. She talked about how the Town of Cumberland and Chebeague Island share a government, but
"are not really a community." She talked about some of the structures of community services that are already in place on
Chebeague, and spoke to some of the services that could be contracted though the Town of Cumberland.
Councilor George also referred to last evening's school board meeting. He hoped that the islanders would consider all the
options and not vote on an emotional basis. He expressed hope that whether or not the Island secedes, they work
together in a productive way. He felt that the fabric of Cumberland was made up of West Cumberland, the Foreside, the
Center and Chebeague. He talked about whether the tax base for the Island would change if they seceded and that they
should really consider that as they go forward. He wished the Island residents well.
Chairman Stiles shared concern with the finality of secession; "if after the secession the Town of Chebeague failed it
would be tough to go back". He also looked at the estimates in the line item budget and felt that some of the numbers
were not based on Chebeague as a new Town. He said that he would support them in any way that he could and that he
had no animosity toward the residents of the Island.
Chairman Stiles turned the meeting over to public comment at this time.
Mr. Bob Earnest of Chebeague Island wanted to clarify that the State determines assessments, not taxes. Taxes will
increase based on what Chebeague approves for a budget. If property assessments were increased but the budget
stayed at $1 million the taxes would not increase. He wanted to make it clear that the assessments are set by the State
and the taxes are determined by assessments times a mil rate set at a town meeting. Manager Bill Shane clarified how
taxes are calculated.
There was more discussion regarding the calculation of taxes.
Mr. David Hill talked about the closeness in the projections between the Town and the Island. He also shared his feelings
about seeing a new Town of Chebeague Island created.
Mr. Herb Main, President of CICA (Chebeague Island Community Association), thanked the Council for coming. He said
that mainland Cumberland has diversity in the farming community and the professional community; Chebeague has
diversity on a smaller scale. He felt that Chebeague Island would be able to function on the budget it has proposed just as
Long Island has. He questioned "the nature of negotiations before the Council made their vote," assuming there was a
th
]°sitive vote on November 8 . He felt some things could be worked out easily before the Council vote.
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Councilor Steve Moriarty responded that there is not a stipulation of when the Council takes a vote after the non-binding
advisory referendum. He is personally not interested in an immediate vote because he would like to take the time to work
out details before the issue goes to mediation or the legislature. He felt that the Council vote would need to happen within
two to three months to be fair.
Mr. Main asked about potential inter-local services. Manager Shane talked about regionalization and said that a list of
needed services would be helpful. He explained that some services could be transitioned in over time. He did express his
belief that "the most difficult area would be code enforcement and assessing because they are already shared positions
with another town."
Mr. Ernie Burgess talked about the outer islands included in the secession territory and referred to previous LNG
discussions. He spoke about the relationship between the Town government and the Island and expressed his belief that
the government has failed the Island community on different occasions.
Ms. Barbara Porter is uncertain about secession, suggesting she would like to see Chebeague and the Town of
Cumberland continue to work together. She did not think that secession would prevent gentrification. She talked about the
role the island school plays in keeping year round residents on the Island. She heard there was favoritism in the local
government on Long Island and this concerned her in relation to Chebeague being its own town.
Mr. David Hill spoke about the social issues that were being raised. He asked if the people of Chebeague would rather
have representatives make decisions about their town in the room they were in right now or in a room on the mainland
that was not easy to get to.
A resident explained she signed the petition for the benefit of her family, who are all fishermen, but she questioned
whether the Islanders want diversity. She said it seemed as though they no longer want diversity, rather, they want one
type of community that her children may not fit into. That is what will determine her vote.
Ms. Betty Tellingheusen spoke to the last revaluation process, discussing the negative treatment received by the people
of Chebeague during the last revaluation.
Ms. Mabel Doughty agreed there were a lot of inequities in the last revaluation and that a full revaluation is much more fair
regardless of the cost.
Ms. Ruth Slagle addressed Chairman Stiles comments regarding a failed effort, noting she was confident that they would
not fail.
Ms. Jean Dyer talked about her history on Chebeague Island. She had concerns about Chebeague being a separate
town. She gave the example of winter sand as an area that being part of a Town provides some savings. She thinks that
the people of Cumberland have always treated the Islanders fairly.
Councilor Moriarty shared his thoughts on a question regarding the Council's position on the inclusion of the outer islands.
He noted that 1O of the 16 islands, not including Chebeague, don't pay taxes at all. Of the six remaining islands that do
pay taxes, five of them, not including Hope Island, pay a total of a little over $7,100. "There would not be any economic
motive to include them in the Town of Chebeague or retain them in the Town of Cumberland." He said that Hope Island
was a different situation and he was concerned about losing a substantial amount of tax revenue all at once. He spoke
about the option of phasing the transfer of those taxes over a period of time. He said that his position on the outer islands
was that they would be a "natural inclusion" in the secession territory.
Mr. Herb Main requested comments from a Long Island government representative. Long Island representative Mark
Green was impressed with the help and information Chebeague was getting in their secession process. Long Island
subcontracts all its services. There are no full time employees. While there have been "battles" over issues, the issues are
resolved by voting.
There was a long silence in the recording at this time. A question was asked of the Long Island resident by some one who
did not use the microphone. The answer contained information about school issues. Another question was asked that
!Nas not audible on the recording due to lack of microphone use.
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Councilor Harland Storey talked about changing times and couldn't see how secession was going to make a difference.
He felt that out-of-state residents are buying up island property and driving people out of island communities. He thought
that possibly a representation in Augusta made up of a coalition between all the islands up and down the coast would help
the island communities.
Councilor Donna Damon said that this was a tough situation and it was hard for people on the mainland to understand
how the people on the Island feel. She talked about the social, educational and financial issues that the Islanders were
dealing with. She said that if people sell out to people from away it is not the fault of the people from out of state. She said
they could try to hold on as long as they can and that they have the talent in the community to do so.
Ms. Susan Burgess asked whether the property value inequities on Chebeague will contribute to the need for a
revaluation for the Town of Cumberland and whether a revaluation was imminent if secession occurs. She also had
questions about the tax rate and how that relates to expenses of the town. Chairman Stiles responded that the valuation
that would change would be what the county assesses.
Ms. Burgess talked about gentrification and how the real estate market is involved in it. She felt that statewide property tax
reform was the answer to this problem.
Chairman William Stiles queried whether there was feedback on the feelings of the 1,100 seasonal residents regarding
secession.
Councilor Donna Damon said there are probably those who are enthusiastic, worried and opposed, "just like the year
round residents." She has observed that the seasonal residents have not tried to influence the year round residents on
the matter.
Ms. Beverly Johnson asked if secession would trigger a revaluation on the mainland. The Manager suggested that it
would delay it a few years, but that there would be a revaluation.
Councilor Donna Damon talked about how the revaluation would affect Chebeague's percentage in the Town of
Cumberland. Right now it was 12% and it could go up to 17%. There was discussion regarding the amount of taxes paid
by Chebeague and how they are broken down between the school and town services.

1

A resident who began as a summer resident but who now lives on the island year-round spoke about how the seasonal
residents might feel about the secession. He believes they would want to preserve the community.
Mr. David Hill agreed with Sue Burgess' comments regarding property tax reform. However, he talked about the lack of
support from the Council in the past when an effort was made to pass reform in Augusta.
Ms. Barbara Porter asked about a question on the State ballot regarding commercial waterfront usage. Councilor Damon
explained what the referendum was about and stated that there was going to be a workshop at the Council meeting on
October 24th . at the Town Hall in Cumberland regarding the issue. There was more discussion regarding the referendum.
A seasonal resident commended the efforts of the community in the process of secession and the Town for its
cooperation and gave his support of the secession.
Mr. Doug Clark asked about the possibility of Chebeague making up a third of Cumberland's tax base in the future.
Chairman Stiles said that there really was no way to project that far out and that the revaluation goes across the whole
town.
There was discussion regarding the outer islands and Councilor Damon noted she would testify in Augusta to have the
outer islands included in the secession.
Councilor Turner said that although he would not like to see Chebeague Island leave Cumberland, if it did he felt the outer
islands should go with Chebeague. Mr. David Hill requested the thoughts of the other councilors regarding the outer
islands.
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Councilor Harland Storey replied that he feels the law is clear and that he does not support inclusion of the outer islands.
Councilor Donna Damon clarified that the outer Islands are part of Cumberland and secession does not take land outside
of the boundaries of the Town.
Councilor Stephen Moriarty discussed the issue of the boundaries as they are drawn on the secession ma. He
understood Councilor Storey's frustration with the vagueness of the statute regarding secession, but he felt that they
needed to determine whether it was sensible to include the outer islands.
Mr. Jeff Putnam said that there have been other cases of islands seceding where other islands have been included.
Chairman William Stiles thanked everyone for their frankness and honesty "and coming forth with a great discussion." He
explained he was personally not in support of the secessions. However, he understands the islanders desire to preserve
their community. He expressed concern about the school issue and how that would turn out.
Mr. Herb Main spoke to the school issue and said that they won't know what will happen with the school until they secede.
He understands that there will be unknowns whether they secede or stay.

Motion to adjourn by Councilor Moriarty, second by Councilor Kuntz.

VOTE:

Unanimous 6-0

Respectfully Submitted by,

Nadeen Daniels
Town Clerk, CMC
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~111,1,MEMORANDUM
CODE
OFFICE

ENFORCEMENT

To:

Town of Cumberland Council

From:

William C. Longley Jr. CEO

Subject:

Copp Property update

Date:

11-10-05

CC:

William Shane, Town Manager
Nadeen Daniels, Clerk

On this date Bill Shane and I conducted inspections of the Copp Properties
st

)

1 - Bert and Virginia Copp: This property is cleaner, however still does require
additional time to complete the process. We discussed with Clayton Copp some of the
new rules for "automobile graveyards" and options: Build a building, classification of
some of the vehicles as a "Hobbyist". It was agreed that more small junk parts would be
cleaned up over the next 30 days or so weather permitting and all vehicles can be
inventoried and classified within 30 days.
nd

2 Copp heir property: this property is adjacent to the previous parcel and all of the
above apply.
3rd Virginia Copp: This property is located off Upper Methodist Road and is the same
location as Copp Movers does business. Clayton Copp conducted this inspection it also
was cleaner. We also discussed a general plan to clean up as much small junk as possible
over the next 30 days or so weather permitting and the ongoing inventory and removal of
vehicles and associated parts over a longer period of time will be prepared in 30 days.
I recommend a re-inspection on or about 12-10-05 to assess that progress is still
being made.

u
290

Tuttle

Road,

Cumberland,

Maine

04021

•

Telephone

(207)

829-2207

Fax

(207)

829-2224

CUMBERLAND

RESCUE

DEPARTMENT

290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland,
Maine 04021
Phone 829-2213
Fax 829-4214
cbolduc@cumberlandmaine.com

Christopher J. Bolduc
Chief

MEMORANDUM

To:

William Shane, Town Manager

From:

Christopher Bolduc, Rescue Chief

Re:

Retired Ambulance

On November 30th, when we take delivery of our new ambulance, the Rescue Department will be
retiring our Rescue 3 which is a 1991 ambulance. The ambulance dealer which is selling us the

)

new ambulance will take Rescue 3 in trade for $1,500 to $2000 and turn around and sell it to a
contractor that will use it as a work van. Even though the retired ambulance no longer meets the
needs of the Town of Cumberland, we were hoping that we would find a community that would
benefit from having the ambulance and use it for its intended purpose of helping people and saving
lives.

I was recently approached by the Town of Long Island's Rescue Chief inquiring about the
ambulance, and after looking at it, he felt it would benefit his community greatly because they are
still using a 70's model ambulance which is no longer reliable nor is it meeting the needs of the
island community.

After considering Long Islands needs, discussing this with officers within the department and
taking into consideration that Long Island Fire and Rescue has assisted us on Chebeague Island on
numerous occasions, the department would like you to consider donating the ambulance to the
Town of Long Island so they may further the life of the ambulance and enhance their rescue

u

services to their residents.

Thomas Drive- Rockwood Condos& Toddle Inn- SHP

u

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION FOR VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE

Business Address:
Name of Manager:

'JDV r

D \Q-<f9l,Q R-Uffi--1,12-o
CLd
) C l/ M\zl,V ~~11b
-1:\-e_
i d' 'JO.Je
NZ,\ Jdl,,_Bus. Phone: .).Q / -Z2--'1
.q ?:,~ 3,

Business or Trade Name:

.bJQ.m{

Date ofEvent or New License:
Signature of Authorized Person:

~ .9-~

b

:).=::=;-

:=cV'z.,
\/(;,._-Date: (.

2.2.Q S

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
CHECK THE PROPERTY CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:

.$50.00

(a) Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the premises
(b) Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the premises

$50.00

(c) Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes of Maine, serving
both malt liquor and spirituous and vinous liquor

$50.00

(d) A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail grocery
stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen stores, and
dairy product stores, where food is stored or is kept for sale and where
the total area of the establishment is less than 10,000 square feet

$25.00

(e) Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than 10,000
square feet

$25.00

(f) Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and sleeping
accommodations are furnished to the public such as hotels, motels
and bed and breakfasts

$100.00

(g) Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization

/

NO FEE

(h) Vending Machine

$10.00

(i) Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. Per Unit:
Name & type of vending unit(s): _________________

$10.00
_

Enclose CHECK payable to: Town of Cumberland
SEND TO: TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland ME 04021
Application Rec'd:

€'-3 6-6<s

Dateoflssuance
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_____

CertNo. ___
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TRIAD TRADING LLC
96 RANGE RD. PH. 207-829-9363
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021
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Heidi Valenzuela
96 Range Rd
Cumberland Maine 04021
207.829.9363

Cumberland Town Council
Town Council Chambers
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Maine 04021

November 12, 2005
Dear Members of the Council,
This letter is to inform you I met with Nadeen Daniels in August 2005
to find out what permits and licensing would be required to build,
operate a commercial kitchen in my home and obtain my Victualer's
License. On November 9th , 2005 I met with Nadeen Daniels and
reviewed the licensing and permits I had acquired from the state and
town to date. Nadeen has determined the required documents are in
order and instructed me to write this cover letter.
Sincerely,

Heidi Valenzuela

Grains
(side dish-may be substituted for entrees)
coconut rice
basmati rice
seasoned brown rice
toasted quinoa
herbed cous cous
mediterraneanrice salad
wheat beny salad
mixed wild rice and scallions
black sticky rice
bhutanesered rice
brown rice salad with pine nuts & basil
lemon mint bulgur
tabhouleh
barley salad with mushrooms& sage
jasmine rice
spanish rice
toasted millet
saffron rice
israeli cous cous salad

Additionalmacrobiotic
selections
carrot kimpira
gingered black beans & sauteed vegetables
brown rice & seitan burritos
crimini mushroom & caramelizedonion polenta
sesame brown rice & roastedvegetables
tempeh autumn stew
hijiki and carrot salad
aduki & mushroomsoup
tempeh peanut sate
roasted winter squash stew
black-eyedpea & seitan stew
potato & tempeh croquettes
rice noodles with sauteed asian vegetables
yellow curry with tofu, cauliflowerand peas
sweet & sour cucumbersalad
bbq tofu & mixed vegetables

Entrees

)

Vegetarian entrees

Fish entrees

three bean chili
stuffed acorn squash
thai peanut noodles with tofu
spanokopita
roasted vegetable lasagna
vegetable moussaka
cuban red beans and rice
vegetarianshepherd'spie
spinach & red bean burritos
stuffed portabello mushrooms
orzo with sauteed vegetables
risotto with crimini mushrooms& leeks
cellophane noodleswith mixed greens
spinach and com quesadillas
moroccancous cous and vegetables
red bean tostadas
baked eggplantcrisps with goat cheese
potato, fennel & asparagus ragout
soba noodlesand shitake mushrooms
mu shu vegetables

miso glazed cod
herb baked tilapia
pan roasted scallopswith fresh herbs
ginger sesame haddock
shrimp scampi
swordfish with capers & plum tomatoes
salmon with white bean salad
coconut shrimp
baked haddockwith tarragon butter
seared salmon with fresh herbs
fennel & black pepper crusted tuna
grilled swordfishwith lemon & herbs
baked cod with soy-gingersauce
seared tuna steaks
baked haddockwith preservedlemons
shrimp with scallions& ginger
blackened haddock
falafel crusted salmon

)

Chickenentrees

)

chicken marsala
marinated lemongrass chicken
grilled chicken with cilantro & onions
grilled marinated chicken
cuban style chicken
spicy thai chicken
chicken breast with tomatoes & red wine sauce
roasted garlicky chicken
rosemary ginger chicken
chicken quesidillas
vietnamese chicken & shredded cabbage
chicken cutlets
chile lime chicken
chicken with olives & roasted tomatoes
honey molasses drumsticks
hoisin glazed chicken breasts
sesame orange chicken
honey mustard chicken
smokey bbq chicken
lemon caper chicken
roasted tomato and parsley chicken
curried chicken and vegetables
sweet and sour chicken
tandoori chicken

Meat entrees
herb turkey burgers
cajun flank steak
jerked pork chops
marinated london broil
chunky bean & beef chili
turkey meatloaf
grilled lemony pork chops
turkey cutlets
beef kebabs
five spice pork chops
shepherd's pie
turkey piccata
rosemary grilled london broil
caramelized onions & pork chops
sesame beef & vegetables
pan seared pork chops with balsamic glaze

www.nameyourdiet.com*207.829.9363*96
Range Road, Cumberland, ME
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STATEOF MAINE
DEPARTMENT.
OF HEALTH AND HUMANSERVICES
DIVISION OF HEALTH ENGINEERING
286 WATERSTREET
AUGUSTA,MAINE
04333-0011

0
John Elias Baldacci

John·R. Nicholas

Governor

Commissioner

September 8, 2005

To: Anita Anderson, District Sanitari;n; Lisa Brown, Supervising Sanitarian
From: James Jacobsen, ES IV
xc:

i1+r

File; Heidi Valenzuela, Jtner via Hardcopy

Re: Septic System Design Review, Name Your Diet Catering, Cumberland

The Division has reviewed a septic system design for the subject property. The owner is proposing to establish
and operate a specialty catering facility. The proposal would be served by an onsite sewage disposal system
designed and dated September 21, 1991 by John Hodgkins, S.E.
[X] The Wastewater and Plumbing Control Program has determined that the septic system design is acceptable
for the proposed use.
[ ] The Wastewater and Plumbing Control Program has determined that the septic system design is not
acceptable for the proposed use.

Recommendation
A license to establish and operate a specialty catering facility should be issued based upon the adequacy of the
onsite sewage disposal system, absent conflict with any other relevant licensing criteria.

/jaj

u
WASTEWATER & PLUMBING PROGRAM
TELEPHONE: (207) 287-5689

FAX: (207) 287-3165

138747

State of Maine
Department of Marine Resources
/ease detach the plastic license card from this sheet
and carry it with you while engaged in Marine
Resource activities.

2005

State of Maine

Departmento/Marine Resources

Issued: 08/26/05

Fee: $106.00

2005

Expires: 03/31/06

RETAIL SEAFOOD
'#410N
,.."-·
.

NAME YOUR DIET
96 RANGE ROAD
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021
Check us out on the Web at http://www.maine.gov/dmr

0
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NAMEYOURDIET r
96 RANGEROAD
CUMBERLAND,ME 04021

Commissioner: George Lapointe
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Mark "X" in appropriate box for COS and/or R
COS=corrected on-site during inspection

Circle designated compliancestatus (IN, OUT, N/0, N/A) for each numbered item
IN=in compliance
OUT=not in compliance
N/O=not observed
N/A=not a licable

Com liance Status

18 IN OUT NIA N/0 Pro
19 INiOUT NIA N/0 Pro
20 IN OUT NIA

(
Risk factors are improper practices or procedures identified as the most
prevalent contributing factors of foodborne illness or Injury. Public Health
Interventions are control measures to prevent foodborne illness or injury.
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TRIAD TRADINGLLC
VALENZUELA-TYSON
CARROLLMBR
96 RANGERD
CUMBERLANDME 04021
000415

notice:

07-16-2004

Employer Identification
20-1329467
Form:

Number:

SS-4

Number of this

notice:

CP 575 B

For assistance
l-800-829-4933

you may call

us at

IF YOU WRITE, ATTACHTHE
STUB OF THIS NOTICE.

WE ASSIGNED YOU AN EMPLOYERIDENTIFICATION NUMBER
Thank you for applying
for an Employer Identification
Number (EIN).
We assigned
you EIN 20-1329467.
This EIN will identify
your business
account,
tax returns,
and
documents even if you have no employees.
Please keep this notice
in your permanent
records.

)

When filing
tax documents,
please use the label IRS provided.
If that isn't
possible,
you should use your EIN and complete name and address shown above on all
federal
tax forms, payments and related
correspondence.
If this information
isn't
correct,
please correct
it using the tear off stub from this notice.
Return it to us
so we can correct
your account.
If you use any variation
of your name or EIN, it may
cause a delay in processing
and may result
in incorrect
information
in your account.
It also could cause you to be assigned
more than one EIN.
Ba~ed on the information
following
form(s) by the date

from you or your representative,
shown next to it.

Form 1065
If you have questions
about the form(s) or the
at l-800-829-4933
or write to us at the address at
letter.
If you need help in determining
what your
538, Accounting
Periods
and Methods, at your local

you must file

the

04/15/2005
due date(s)
shown, you can call us
the top of the first
page of this
tax year is, you can get Publication
IRS office.

We assigned
you a tax classification
based on information
obtained
from you or
your representative.
It is not a legal determination
of your tax classification,
and
is not binding on the IRS.
If you want a determination
of your tax classification,
you may seek a private
letter
ruling from the IRS under the procedures
set forth in
Revenue Procedure
98-01, 1998-1 I.R.B.7
(or the superceding
revenue procedure
for
the year at issue).

u

FUinl! Fee S125.00

DOMESTIC
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

0

File No. 20043149DC Pages 2
Fee Paid $ 125
DCN
2041751500035 LTLC
---Fl LED----------------06/21/2004

STATE OF MAINE

ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

I

·~--------------------~

(Mark box only if applicable)

0

This is a professional limited liability company"'* formed
pursuant to l3 MRSA Chapter 22-A to provide the
following professional services:

I

I

AT~~~"
Deputy Secretary of State

(typo of professional services)

Pursuant to 31 MRSA §622, the undersigned executes and delivers the following Articles of Organizationof Limited Liability Company:

FIRST:

The name of the limited liability company is

TriadTrading,LLC
(The name must containone of the following: "LimitedLiabilityCompany","L.L.C'."or "LLC";§603-A.t)

SECOND:

The name of its Registered Agent, an individual Maine resident or a corporation,foreign or domestic, authorized lo do
business or canyon activities in Maine, and the address of the registered office shall be:

CarrollA. Valenzuela•Tyson
I

(name)

0

96 RangeRoad

Cumberland,Maine04021
(physicallocation- strc<!t(not P.O. Box),city,state and zip code)

(mailingaddressif differentfromnbovc)

THIRD:

("X"one box only)

00
□

A.

The management of the company is vested in a member or members.

B.

L

The management of the company is vested in a manager or managers. The minimumnumber shall
be

2.

--.

managers and the maximum number shall be
..
·--·---·

If the initial managers have been selected, the name and business, residence or mailing address of
each manager is:
NAME

D

u

FOURTH:

managers.

ADDRESS

Names and addresses of additional managerS are attached hereto as Exhibit __
hereof.

, and made a part

Other provisions of these articles, if any, that the members determine to include are set forth in Exhibit __
hereto and made a part hereof.

FORMNO. MLLC-6(l of2)

attached

...DATED

June14,2004

ScottAnderson
/

(signature)

---=..:::::::

(typeor print onme}

(signature)

(type or print name)

(signature}

(type or print nrunc)

For Organi:zer(s) which are Entities

Name ofEntity ----------------------------------------By ______

--,-___________

_

(authorized signature)

Name of Entity ______
By ______

(type or print name and capacity)

---,---~-=--=--------·-·---~---~---~~~~~-~--------_-_-_._.

-:-------------

(autborized signaturu)

___

_

(typo or print namo and capacity)

Name of Entity-----------------------------------------

By __________________

_
(typo or print name nnd capacity)

(authorized signature}

Acceptance of Appointment of Registered Agent
The undersignedhereby accepts the appointmentas registeredagent for the above-namedlimited liabilitycompany.

DATED

f7/11 /200 4
I

I

CarrollA. Valenzuela
- Tyson

RF.~-arure)---=----"---

(type or print name)

For Registe.-edAgent which is a Corporation

Name of Corporation---------------------------------------

B~...... ·--

(aulhorizcd signaiure)

-------····-

. -- - .. ------==-,..~•"-' ~-"'""'--"-""'~-~-=-=--=----'~=----'=-"-;_..c.'--'--

(type or print name and capacity)

Note: ff the registered agent docs not sign, Fonn MLLC-18 (§607 .2) must accompanythis document.

**Examples ofprotessional service corporations are accountants,attorneys, chiropractors, dentists, registered nurses and veterinarians.
(Tiiis is not an inclusivelist- see 13 MRSA §723.7.)

*ArticlesMUST be signed by:
(1) all organl:zersOR
(2) any duly authorizedperson.
The executionof thiscertificate constitutesan oath or affinnation under the penalties of false swearingunder Title 17-A,section 453.

Please remit your payment made payable to the Maine Secretaryof State.

)
SUBMITCOMPLETEDFORMSTO: CORPORATEEXAMININGSECTION,SECRETARYOF STATE,
101 STATEHOUSE STATlON, AUGUSTA,ME 04333-0101
FORM NO. MLLC-6 (2 of2) Rev. 10-8-2003
TEL. (207) 624-7740

!I
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. . , eputy Secretary of State

(Real Name of LimitedLiability Company)

·,.,¥

Pursuant to 31 MRSA §605-A, the undersigned limited liability company executes and delivers the following Statement of Intention to
do Business Under an Assumed or Fictitious Name:

FIRST:

("X" one box only.)

assumed name (§605-A.l)

□

fictitious name (§605-A.2)

The limited liability company intends to transact business under the assumed or fictitiousname of

NAMEYOURDIET

)

Note: A fictitious name is a name adopted by a foreign limited liability company authorized to
transact business in this State because its real name is unavailable pursuant to §603-A.

Complete the following if applicable:
SECOND:

. If such assumed name is to be used at fewer than all of the limited liability company's places of business in this State,
the location(s)where it will be used is (are):
. f_..
-••'

D
THIRD:

Additionalloc~~ioh§,
are attached hereto as Exhibit _,

and made a part hereof.

(Foreign Limited Liability Company Only)

Jurisdiction of organization

--------------------

the limited liability company was authorized to transact business in Maine ____________

)
FORM NO. MLLC-5 (I of2)

and the date on which
_

DATED

April

25, 2005

Carroll

A. Valenzuela-Tyson,

Member/Manager

(type or print nameaod capacity)

For Manager(s)/Member(s) which are Entities

Name of Entity

---------------------------------------

By _________________

_

(authorizedsignature)

{typeor print name and capacity)

)

*CertificateMUST be signed by:
(1) at leastone managerOR
(2) at leastone memberif the limited liabilitycompanyis managedby the members OR
(3) any duly authorizedperson.
The executionof this certificateconstitutesan oath or affirmationunder thepenalties of false swearingunder 17-AMRSA §453.
1 lease remit your paymentmade payableto the Maine Secretaryof

State.

SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS TO:. CORPORATE EXAMINING SECTION, SECRETARY OF STATE,
101 STATE HOUSE STATION, AUGUSTA, ME 04333-0101
FORM NO. MLLC-5(2 of2) Rev. 8/1/2004
TEL. (207) 624-7740

Item 05-181
Public Easements on Former Private Roads
Stockholm D_rive· ·.;

!}ro~d C_oye,Wa}I M_onday,November 14, 2005

Conditional upon:
1) The Easement Deed is in the format approved by the Town
Attorney ( attached)
2) Certification by the Applicant's Attorney that each owner has
the authority to convey the easement
3) Any identified road defects repaired
4) Designation of a primary contact person for the Town
5) Designation and inclusion in the easement of a turnaround for
winter maintenance vehicles

Summary of Other Roads:
Rock Ridge Run Paperwork Pending

)

Island Pond Road
Starboard Lane
Lake Road
Island Avenue
Flintlock Drive

Coveside Road
Spruce Lane
Forest Avenue
Lake Avenue

Laurel Lane
Windy Hollow Way
Hill Street

No Public Easement brought forward to date:
Thomas Drive- In the Process to be completed

Nothing Submitted to Date:
Russell Road per David Hews 11/7/05 "Do not wish to be a Town Road"
Sturdivant Road- Bottom Half of Road - No Public Easement
Sanderson Road
Blanchard Road Ext.
Dean's Way
Lanewood Road
Woody Creek
Nubbin Way
Sullivan Drive
Ferne Lane

u

ToWNOF

CuMBERLAND,
290 Tuttle

Cumberland

Center,

MAINE

Road
Maine

04021-9321

Telephone (207) 829-5559 • Fax (207) 829-2214

November 1, 2005
RE: Discontinuance of Winter Maintenance for all Roads Listed Below:
Dear Private Road Homeowners:
If your street or road is listed on the list below, you will no longer receive winter maintenance from
the Town of Cumberland unless an executed Public Easement document is presented and accepted by
the Town Council. This is the third notice related to the Private Road Winter Maintenance issues along
with numerous Town Council meetings and public committee meetings.
I have attached sample documents for your use should you choose to request winter maintenance
services from the Town. An attorney will be required to certify all documents prior to acceptance and
continuation of winter plowing. Terry Snow, an attorney on Main Street here in Cumberland, has
completed 12 of the 15 road easement acceptances to date and is very familiar with the process.
Terry's name is given only as information and you may use any attorney, but time is of the essence.
The Town Council meets on the following Mondays, November 14111,28 th, December 12th and January
10th .
ScheduledNov. 14th
RussellRoad

ThomasDrive

No date Scheduled
BlanchardRd Ext (Moore's)
BroadCove Way
Dean'sWay
FerneLane
LanewoodRoad
NubbinWay (PorteusRd)

SandersonPoint
StockholmDrive
SturdivantRoad
SullivanDrive
WoodyCreek Lane

Please contact my office if you have any questions related to the documentation or information in this
letter.
Sincerely,

Iv~~(/__
William R. Shane
Town Manager
cc:

Adam Ogden, Director of Public Works
Town Council

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
PRIVATE WAY GRANT OF A PUBLIC EASEMENT

EASEMENT DEED made this ___
day of ______
, 2005 by
and between
of
--------------------~of
_________
;and ____
_
____________
, of __________
; all of the Town of
Cumberland, County of Cumberland and State of Maine (hereinafter referred to as
"Grantors") and the TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, a Maine municipality under the laws
of the State of Maine, with a mailing address of290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, Maine
04021 (hereinafter referred to as "Cumberland").
WHEREAS, Grantors are the owners and users of a private way known as
_________
, in the Town of Cumberland, County of Cumberland and
State of Maine, being set f011hin the following deeds:

1.
Deed from ______
to ________
_
_________
dated April 2, 1985 and recorded at Cumberland
County Registry of Deeds in Book __
, Page __
.
2.
Deed from ______
to ________
_
_________
dated April 2, 1985 and recorded at Cumberland
County Registry of Deeds in Book __
, Page __
.
3.
Deed from _______
to ________
_
_________
dated April 2, 1985 and recorded at Cumberland
County Registry of Deeds in Book __
, Page __
.

WHEREAS, Grantors wish to grant Cumberland a Public Easement to the road
upon terms and conditions set forth in this Easement Deed; and
WHEREAS, Cumberland is willing to provide winter maintenance to the road
upon terms and conditions set forth in this Easement Deed.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises as set fo11hherein, the Grantors
hereby grant unto Cumberland a public easement in common with the Grantors to use
the road for all purposes, including but not limited to, enter upon said road with persons,
vehicles and equipment for the purpose of performing maintenance on said road,
including without limitation repairs, snowplowing, and sanding, but Cumberland shall
be under no obligation to perform the same.

As part consideration of this easement and notwithstanding anything to the
contrary in the Easement Deed, Grantors shall be obligated to maintain the road at a
minimum standard as may be required by Cumberland and subject to the terms of the
Manager's Recommendation Private Road Plowing, attached hereto as Exhibit A.
Grantors further hereby agree to indemnify, release and hold harmless the Town
of Cumberland, its officers, agents and employees from any and all liability from any
and all claims, damages, actions and causes of action, judgments and costs including
attorneys' fees, for personal injury and property damage arising out of or resulting from
the Town's maintenance of

---------

In the event that Cumberland no longer maintains said ________
Cumberland agrees to sign a recordable release of this easement.

_

This easement shall be binding on the heirs, devisees, assigns and successors of
the parties herein.

WITNESS our hands and seals this ____

[Owner]

[Owner]

[Owner]

[Owner]

2

day of _______

, 2005.

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND

By:------------Its
STATE OF MAINE
CUMBERLAND, SS.

________

Then personally appeared the above-named ___________
and acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be his/her free act and deed.

,2005

_

Before me,

Attorney at Law/Notary Public
Print Name:
---------My Commission Expires: _____

STATE OF MAINE
CUMBERLAND, SS.

---------

_

, 2005

Then personally appeared the above-named ____________
,
__________
of said TOWN OF CUMBERLAND and acknowledged
the foregoing instrument to be h_ free act and deed in h_ said capacity and the free
act and deed of said municipality.

Before me,

Attorney at Law/Notary Public
Print Name: ---------My Commission Expires: _____

3

_

RELEASE FORM
Town of Cumberland,Maine
290 TuttleRoad
Cumberland,Maine 04021
Tel: 207-829-3664

Fax: 207-829-2224

I/we hereby agree to release and hold harmless the Town of Cumberland, its officers, agents and
employees from any and all liability from any and all claims, damages, actions and causes of action,
judgments and costs, including attorney's fees, for personal injury and property damage arising out of
or resulting from the Town's maintenance
of

-------------------(Name of Street or Road)

Owner's Name

Date

Owner's Name

Date

Property Address

Date

Office of the Town Manager, Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, Maine 04021

4

EXHIBIT A

Manager's

Recommendation- Private Road Plowing
April 11, 2005

There are several issues surrounding the plowing of these private roads. The two of most
concern for me are:
1) The Maine Tort Claim Act which limits our legal exposures as a result of an
accident or a claim against the Town to $400,000 is not applicable when plowing
on a private road. With or without a license/permission slip (whatever we choose
to call the present policy) we are fully exposed from a liability standpoint as a
Town. Our insurance carrier has recommended we purchase additional liability
insurance if we continue this practice.
2) Our employees are personally liable for accidents while operating a Town vehicle
on any private road. The argument that plowing of private roads is within the
normal and accepted scope of their job responsibilities will be impossible to
defend. Therefore we put our own employees at risk of personal lawsuits and at
risk of losing personal belongings and assets.
A public easement protects us as a Town and our employees from the two concerns
listed above related to plowing of these roads. At a minimum, to plow next winter on any
of the listed roads, a public easement must be in place - no exceptions.
The policy issue is yours to wrestle and determine what's fair and best for the entire
Town including the 263 homeowners listed on the 29 roads we presently plow; the 256
homeowners on private roads on the Mainland (179 homes on 37 roads with 3 or more
homes); and the 121 homeowners on private roads on the Island (89 homes on 21 roads
with 3 or more houses).
The Public Works' Director believes any road receiving public services should be built to
at least a Public Roads Standard. I would be disappointed if he felt otherwise. My job,
however, is the implementation of Town Council Policy and whatever your decision, it
shall be implemented by me and my staff.
I believe a compromise can be reached but it may not be viewed by everyone as a
win-win more like a lose-lose. I believe however, the existing geometric challenges of
several of the roads could never meet our present private road standards and to meet the
standards would adversely impact the character of the neighborhood if a set of
unattainable standards are invoked. I would recommend the following:

A) All existing roads must present to the Town Council for acceptance a Public
Easement in a form acceptable to the Town Manager and approved by the Town
Attorney.

1-3

B) All existing private roads receiving winter maintenance services (winter of
2004-2005) shall be permitted to maintain the existing road width and geometry
providing the road shall be maintained in a safe and passable condition as
determined by the Town Council in its sole discretion based on a report to it
from the Town's Public Works Director and the following conditions are met:
1) A Public Easement is prepared to include turnaround space
for winter road equipment
2) A Road Association shall be formed and a designated contact
person assigned as the Town's primary contact when dealing
with all road issues.
3) The road surface, if gravel, shall be graded and free of ruts,
depressions and washboard surface on October 1 of each year.
If paved, must be free of potholes, divots or other road defects
that may damage Town equipment.
4) The drainage system shall be maintained and functional
throughout the year.
5) The Public Works Director shall perform an Annual
Inspection each year by September 1 and prepare a defect list
for the Road Association. All repairs must be completed by
October 1. If repairs have not been completed by October 1,
the Town Council shall make a determination if snow plowing
and winter maintenance will be permitted on the roadway.
6) Winter Road Repairs - If the road conditions over the winter
deteriorate to a point where the Public Works Director has
determined continued plowing will damage equipment and or
property, the Road Association shall make necessary repairs
within 5 working days. If the Association has not repaired the
defects, the Town may repair the defect and invoice the
Association for all equipment labor and materials (per the
values in the most recently published FEMA rates) to the
Association or contract such repairs and forward paid invoices
to the Association for reimbursement. Failure to pay the
th
invoiced amount prior to June 30 shall suspend all winter
plowing activities until the Town Council has reviewed the
circumstances and determined the proper recourse which may
include discontinuance of all maintenance activities.
7) Winter Maintenance shall be limited to plowing, sanding,
salting, shelfing etc. No spring clean-up or year round
maintenance shall be implemented unless specifically
authorized by the Town Council. (No additional activities
budgeted in FY 06)

8) The Town Council may waive any or all conditions, except
the Public Easement, when it deems that such waivers are
in the best interest of the Town.

2-3

C) All future Winter Road plowing requests shall be brought to a standard
accepted by the Town Council with recommendations from the Winter Maintenance
Private Roads Committee of the Town. (To be developed by December 1, 2005 - no
additional monies have been budgeted for FY 06 for the plowing of any additional
roads)

D) The Town's acceptance of a public easement over any private road shall not
obligate the Town to provide winter maintenance or any other improvement to
said road except to the extent that the Town Council annually votes to do so as a part
of the municipal budget process.

E) New subdivision roads shall be held to the present acceptance standards and
procedures as defined in the Subdivision Ordinance, but shall not be brought
forward for consideration until 75% of all the homes in the subdivision have
been built. Until 75 % of the homes have been built, the Town shall not consider
any road maintenance requests unless authorized by the Town Council in a public
meeting.

SECTION 4 SUBDIVISION APPLICATION PROCEDURES

4.6

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE OF STREETS, RECREATION AREAS
A.

When a street, easement, open space area, park, playground, or
other recreation area is shown on the Final Plan, approval of the
Plan shall not constitute an acceptance by the Town of such areas.
All Plans shall be endorsed with the following note: "The
approval of this Plan by the Planning Board does not
constitute acceptance by the Town of any street, easement,
open space area, park, playground, or other recreation area
thereon." The Planning Board may also require the filing of a
written agreement between the applicant and the Town Council
covering future deed and title requirement, dedication, and
provision for the cost of grading, development, equipment, and
maintenance of any such areas.

3-3
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DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT
IN CONSIDERATION OF ONE DOLLAR ($1.00) AND OTHER VALUABLE
CONSIDERATION, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, and of the mutual
covenants and promises contained in a certain Settlement Agreement of even date
herewith by and between the Town of Cumberland, Maine (the "Declarant") and Peter D.
Kennedy, of Falmouth, Maine ("Kennedy"), the Declarant hereby agrees to restrict use of
those certain lots or parcels of land located in Cumberland, Maine, described as Parcels I,
II and III on Exhibit A attached hereto (the "Property") as hereinafter set forth. By way of
background, Parcels I and II were conveyed to the Town by Kennedy by deed of even
date herewith to be recorded at the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds. Parcel III was
conveyed to the Town by Kennedy by deed dated September 10, 2002 and recorded at the
Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 18114, Page 328. Kennedy is the owner
of land adjacent to the Property by virtue of a deed to Kennedy from Blanchard
Cumberland LLC dated February 8, 2002 and recorded at the Cumberland County
Registry of Deeds in Book 17330, Page 154.
1.

Th~ term of this Declaration shall be fifteen (15) years from the date

hereof.

,0

2.
During the term of this Declaration, the Property shall only be used for (a)
affordable rental elderly housing pursuant to the affordability guidelines of the Maine
State Housing Authority and the terms of the Fair Housing Act, 42 U.S.C. Sections 3601
et seq. and/or (b) traditional municipal uses such as fire, safety and rescue. In the event
that the Town determines to use the Property for a rental elderly housing project, it may
engage third parties to consult of assist with such project, so long as the Town and/or the
Cumberland Housing Authority and other municipal entities are the owner(s) and bear the
financial responsibility for such project.

3.
Any disputes or disagreements with respect to this Declaration shall be
submitted to non-binding mediation by Bruce Bergen, Esq., or another mediator mutually
agreeable to the parties.
4.
This Declaration shall be binding on the successors and assigns of the
Town and shall inure to the benefit of the successors and assigns of Kennedy. This
Declaration shall run with the land.
5.
This Declaration may be amended, modified or terminated by mutual
written agreement of the parties or their successors in interest.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Declaration has been executed by the Declarant
and Kennedy on this __

day of November, 2005.
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE

0

By:--------William Shane
Manager

Peter D. Kennedy
ST ATE OF MAINE
Cumberland ss

November -~

2005

PERSONALLY APPEARED the above-named William Shane, Manager of the
Town of Cumberland, Maine, as aforesaid, and acknowledged the foregoing instrument
to be his free act and deed in his said capacity and the free act and deed of said Town of
Cumberland, Maine.
Before me,

Name:
Title:
ST ATE OF MAINE
Cumberland, ss

November __

, 2005

PERSONALLY APPEARED the above-named Peter
acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be his free act and deed.
Before me,

Name:
Title:

)

D.

Kennedy

and

()

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") made as of the_ day ofNovember,
2005, by and between PETER D. KENNEDY, of Falmouth, Maine ("Kennedy") and the
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE, a municipal corporation (the "Town").
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Kennedy has brought a lawsuit against the Town, which is pending in the
Maine Superior Court for Cumberland County as Civil Action Docket No. CV-05-464
(the "Lawsuit"); and
WHEREAS, Kennedy and the Town have agreed to settle the Lawsuit on the terms and
conditions contained in this Agreement;
_NOW,THEREFORE, IN CONSIDERATION OF ONE DOLLAR ($1.00) AND OTHER
VALUABLE CONSIDERATION EACH TO THE OTHER GIVEN, AND OF THE
MUTUAL COVENANTS AND PROMISES CONTAINED HEREIN, Kennedy and the
Town hereby agree as follows:

)

1.
Contemporaneously with the execution of this Agreement, Kennedy shall
convey to the Town, by quitclaim deed with covenant, those certain lots or parcels of
land located in Cumberland, Maine designated as Parcel I and Parcel II on the plan
attached hereto as Exhibit A
2.
Kennedy agrees to construct a 120 foot long access road (including sewer
and water lines) from U.S. Route One on that certain lot or parcel of land located in
Cumberland, Maine, owned by the Town and designated as Parcel III on Exhibit A
Construction shall commence not later than ------~
and shall be completed
not later than __________
. The Town shall be responsible for obtaining
any required permits. The beginning of the access road shall be located as shown on
Exhibit A, and construction shall be in accordance with the "Typical Access Drive
Section" shown on Exhibit A Kennedy and his heirs, successors and assig~s shall have
the right to use the access road for purposes of ingress and egress to and from the
property owned by Kennedy which lies southerly of Parcel III. In addition to the
aforesaid 120 foot long access road, Kennedy and the Town agree to cooperate with one
another on the development of a shared access road connecting the southwesterly corner
of Parcel III with Kennedy's adjacent property.
3.
Contemporaneously with the execution of this Agreement, the Town shall
convey to Kennedy, by quitclaim deed with covenant, that certain lot or parcel of land
located in C~mberland, Maine designated as Parcel IV on Exhibit A

u

4.
Use of Parcels I, II and III shall be restricted in accordance with the
Declaration of Restrictive Covenant attached hereto as Exhibit B, which document shall

be executed contemporaneously with the execution of this Agreement and recorded at the
Cumberland County Registry of Deeds.
5.
The Town hereby consents, pursuant to Section V(l) of the Contract
Zoning Agreement between Kennedy and the Town dated September 10, 2002 and
recorded at the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 18114, Page 337 (the
"Contract Zoning Agreement"), to the assignment of Kennedy's entire right, title and
interest in and to the Contract Zoning Agreement to David Chase or his nominee, it being
understood that (a) after such assignment Kennedy shall have no further responsibility
with respect to the terms, conditions and obligations contained in the Contract Zoning
Agreement, and (b) the Town's consent shall be required to any subsequent assignment
of the Contract Zoning Zoning Agreement by David Chase or his nominee.
6.
Any disputes or disagreements with respect to this Agreement shall be
submitted to non-binding mediation by Bruce Bergen, Esq., or another mediator mutually
agreeable to the parties. Any disputes or disagreements which are not resolved by
mediation shall be submitted to binding arbitration in Portland, Maine in accordance with
the rules then obtaining of the American Arbitration Association.
7.
Kennedy, on behalf of himself and his heirs and personal representatives,
in consideration of good and valuable consideration, the receipt, adequacy, and
sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, and after consultation with counsel, does
hereby declare, represent, covenant, and warrant that he hereby releases, waives, and
forever discharges all claims, demands, defenses, damages, causes of action, or suits of
any kind, both known and unknown, asserted and unasserted, against the Town and its
successors and assigns, for claims arising out of the Contract Zoning Agreement and any
of the claims alleged, or which might have been alleged, in the Lawsuit.
8.
The Town, on behalf of itself and its successors and assigns, in
consideration of good and valuable consideration, the receipt, adequacy, and sufficiency
of which is hereby acknowledged, and after consultation with counsel, does hereby
declare, represent, covenant, and warrant that it hereby releases, waives, and forever
discharges all claims, demands, defenses, damages, causes of action or suits of any kind,
both known and unknown, asserted and unasserted, against Kennedy and his heirs and
personal representatives, for claims arising out of the Contract Zoning Agreement and
any of the claims alleged, or which might have been alleged, in the Lawsuit.
9.
Contemporaneously with the execution of this Agreement, the Lawsuit
shall be dismissed with prejudice and without costs.

)

10.
This Agreement shall be binding on, and inure to the benefit of, the
respective successors and assigns of Kennedy and the Town. No modifications or
amendments of this Agreement shall be effective unless signed by both parties. This
Agreement together with the Declaration of Restrictive Covenant attached hereto as
Exhibit B, contains the entire agreement of the parties with respect to the subject matter
described herein.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the
date first written above.
WITNESSESTH:
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE

Witness:

By:________
Name:

William Shane
Manager

Witness:

Name:

)

Peter D. Kennedy

_
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4 STURDIVANT ROAD
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 041 I0-1418

U05/
7/A
I
I
ANDERSON NANCY C
47 STURDIVANT ROAD
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME04I I0

U05/
7/
LOGAN DONALDS - TRUSTEE**
LOGAN MARY STUART - TRUSTEE ET AL
23 STURDIVANT ROAD
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 04110

U05/
7/B
I
WRIGHT ANDREW W
WRIGHT MARY H
14 STURDIVANT ROAD
CUMB FORESIDE, ME 04110

U03/
5/A
SCOTT SAMUELS
REILLY NANCY G
29 DEANS WAY
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 04110

U0S/
7/C
I
CARMICHAEL JULIE B
20 STURDIVANT ROAD
CUMS FORESIDE, ME 04110

U04/
11/A
/
BLACK WILLIAM R
BLACK MARCY BARACK
4 LANEWOOD ROAD
CUMS FORESIDE, ME 04110

U03/
5/B
I
ADAMS MARJORIE A
35 DEANS WAY
CUMS FORESIDE, ME 04110

U05/
7/E
PIERCE CHRISTOPHER A
PIERCE NANCY S
21 STURDIVANT ROAD
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 04110

U04/
11/8
/
/
LAWLER ROBERTS
LAWLER LUANN 8
2 LANEWOOD ROAD
CUMS FORESIDE, ME 041 I 0

U03/
6/8
I
I
VENTRE ELIZABETH SANBORN
19 DEANS WAY
CUMB FORESIDE, ME 04110

U05/
7/F
I
I
CHADBOURNE MAURA G*
15 STURDIVANT ROAD
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME04110

U04/
11/C
INCZE LEWIS S
3 LANEWOOD ROAD
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 04110

l05/
8/C
I
SH UBE RICHARD J
SH UBE MARY ANNE
1975 EAST BELLEVIEW LANE
LITTLETON, CO 80121

U05/
8/
/
DBB PRESERVE LLC
PO BOX 860
CAMDEN, ME 04843

AND POND ROAD
FORESIDE, ME 04110

U04/
DINAN MARY A
POBOXll6

U04/
3/E
PISINI JAMES V

CUMBERLAND
U04/
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U05/
9/A
I
I
PIACENTINI CHARLES P JR
5 STURDIVANT ROAD
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 04110-1054

U05/
9/8
/
LEMIEUX ELIZABETH
7 STURDIVANT ROAD
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 04110

U06/

-

96/

~ AVERY®

www.avery.com
1-800-GO-AVERY

I

5160®

26/A

IGH ELIZABETH T
I COVESIDE
C MB FORESIDE, ME 04110
97/
NA N KEVIN L
DES OUBET-NASON LOURDES

27/
369 N RTH ROAD
CHEB AGUE ISL, ME 04017

RLAND FSDE, ME 04110
U06/B
17/
/
/
MCGONAGLE WILLIAM J
MCGONAGLEMARY A
2 BROAD COYE WAY
CUMB FORESIDE, ME 04110

98/
HAMP E IZABETH F
5 COVES E
CUMB FO ESIDE, ME 04110

24 JONAT AN ROAD
WALLING ORD, CT 06492

U06/B
19/
STEWART HENRIETTAF
8 BROAD COYE WAY
CUMB FORESIDE,ME 04110

l06/
5
/
TOWNOFC
290TUTTLE
CUMBERLAN , ME 04021-9321

l06/
30/
/
WILSON JOH
81 SPRUCE P INT VIEW ROAD
CHEBEAGUE SL, ME 04017

U06/B 20/
MAINE COASTAL HOMES LLC
37 PILLSBURY DRIVE
SCARBOROUGH,ME 04074

l06/
6/
TOWN OF CUM

I
B
27 RHODE ISLA DA VENUE
SOUTH PORTLA D, ME 04 I 06

U06/

89/

l06/

CUMBERLAND,

l06/
18/
HASKELL ROGER L
HASKELL SUEANNA
PO BOX 5236
YERO BEACH, FL 3296

R08/
48/
MAIDMAN JACQU
93 WINDY HOLLO
CUMBERLAND CTR, ME 04021

106/
19/
/
YENCO RICHARD G
327 NORTH ROAD
CHEBEAGUE ISL, ME 0401

ROS/ 52/C
I
COCHRAN BRUCE D
COCHRAN DEBRA L
48 WINDY HOLLOW W
CUMBERLAND,ME 040 I

l06/
20/
KUNTZ CHARLES M
KUNTZ KATHLEEN E
18 FIFTH STREET
PORTLAND, ME 04103

ROS/ 52/D
SNOW LEWIS E
117 ORCHARD ROAD
CUMBERLAND,ME 04021

U06/
92/
YARN RALPH H
YARN CLARE LYGO
20 COYESIDE

l06/
21/A
I
CAMPBELL BALLARDC JR*
CAMPBELL EUGENIEB
128 BOYD STREET
NEWTON, MA 02458

ROS/ 68/
I
FRIEDMAN PAUL D
FRIEDMAN LAURA S
372 BLANCHARD ROAD
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

U0&
9~
I
NALLI GINOA
NALLI CAROL A
19 COYESIDE
CUMB FORESIDE, ME 04110

l06/
26/
/
/
OLSEN MARKC
354 NORTH ROAD
CHEBEAGUE ISLAND, ME 04017

ROS/ 68/8
GEISSLER RAYMOND
GEISSLER NINA
366 BLANCHARD ROAD
CUMBERLAND,ME 04021

MB FORE~IDE, ME04110

KROOT
KROOT BORAH N
12 COVES E
CUMB FOR IDE, ME 04110
U06/
SARCHI KRISTI
16 COVESIDE
CUMBERLAND FSD
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R03/
10/
BUTLER GLORIAJEAN*
99 WOODY CREEK LANE
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

R06/
15/8
JENSl;NIUS
JENSENIUS LINDA K
44 LAUREL LANE
CUMBERLAND,ME 04021

R03/
10/A
I
GREER MARY J - HEIRS OF*
C/O JOY ANDREASEN
32 SULLIVAN DRIVE
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

R06/
15/C
I
BEAMAN JOHN L
BEAMAN SUSAN B J
43 LAUREL LANE
CUMBERLAND,ME 040

U02/
8/
I
CHENEY E DREW
CHENEY HELEN C
11 STARBOARD LANE
CUMB FORESIDE, ME 04110

R03/
10/8
/
ANDREASEN JOY A*
26 SULLIVAN DRIVE
CUMBERLAND CTR, ME 04021

U0I/
19/
I
DETMER J EPHINE H*
14 SPR ELANE
CU
FORESIDE, ME 04110

U02/
9/
I
DOW JUDITH K
5 STARBOARD LANE
CUMB FORESIDE, ME 04110

R03/
10/C
ANTONIK MICHAELW
44 WOODY CREEK LANE
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

U0I/
20/
IRZA ZAREEN TAJ
11 SP
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 04110

U02/
10/A
I
CRAIG CHARLES E
NDERSON ROAD
CUMB FO
ME 04110

R03/
10/D
/
WEBBER COLIN
HANNA NICOLE M
74 WOODY CREEK LANE
CUMBERLAND CTR, ME 04021

U0I/
24/
VINETTE LAURENEF
3 SPRUCE LANE
CUMB FORESIDE, ME 04110

U02/
10/B
/
SMITH GEORGE S
SMITH CAROLYN J
I STARBOARD LA
CUMB FORES! , ME 04110

U20/
26/
MORSE LAWRENCEW*
MORSE MARILYN A
4 LAKE ROAD PO BOX 562
CUMBERLAND,ME 04021

15/
JORN JULIA P
17 STARBOARD LANE
CUMB FORESIDE, ME 04110

U20/
30/
I
JENSEN ELIZABE A

U02/
15/A
I
MCMANUS BARBARA A • TRUSTEE*
MCMANUS E & WHEATON B - TRUSTEES
21 STARBOARD LANE
CUMBERLANDFSDE, ME 04110

R03/

10/E

PITCHER ADAM E

267R FORESIDE ROAD
FALMOUTH, ME04105

R03/
10/F
I
ROOSEVELT CONFERENCECENTER
PO BOX 1053
PORTLAND, ME 04104

CUMBERL

R03/
10/G
I
CURTIS VERLON
CURTIS CHRISTINE E
71 WOODY CREEK LANE
CUMBERLAND CTR, ME 04021

Et!Ne~~---------~illl]N~G
26 HIGHLANDAVENUE
CUMBERLANDCTR, ME 04021

R03/
11/A
THERIAULT MURIEL C
THERIAULT RUSSELL E
58 SULLIVAN DRIVE
CUMBERLAND CTR, ME 04021

U20/
32/
LIBBY RUTHE
PRATT CAROLYNJ
9 LAKE ROAD
CUMBERLAND,ME 04021

R06/
13/
O'MALLEY ANTHONYT
O'MALLEY IRENE P
27 LAUREL LANE
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

ROS/
MAIDMAN PA
93 WINDY HOLLOW WAY
CUMBERLAND,ME 04021

U0I/

12/8
/
/
JOSEPHINE H
E

E, ME 04110

U0I/

A~3J\V·O~·008·~
UIO)"AJaM"MMM

-

15/
I
SUSAN G
2 SPRUCE
CUMB FORESIDE,

04110

10 SPRUCE LANE
CUMB FORESIDE, ME 04110

I
CROCE GERALD L
49 FOREST AVENUE
CUMBERLAND,ME 04021
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U20/

591

I

I

U06/8

16/

I

NAR
UTHERLANDH OLD
10 FOREST AV UE
CUMBERLAN , ME 04021

U04/
12/A
/
OLMSTEAD HUGH D
OLMSTEAD SHEILA
12 DEANS WAY
CUMBERLAND FSDE, MEO 10

U22/
34/
/
PENNY ROBERT 0
41 ISLAND AVENUE
CUMBERLAND,ME 04021

U20/
STEELE ORMAN L
STEE MARGERYJ
16 F EST AVENUE
CU BERLAND,ME 0402

U03/
6/C
MAYNARD SARA L
MAYNARDTODD & WILLIAMD B
77 FORESIDE R AD
CUMBERLAN FSDE, ME04110

U22/
37/
SWAN DAVID C
16 HILLCREST DR

R06/
13/A
DOBBYN KARENM
FIELD FRED J
22 LAUREL LANE

U22/

24/8

I

, ME 04021

U22/
39/
SWAN DAVIDC
16 HILLCREST
CUMBERLAN CTR, ME 04021

R06/
15/D
I
I
QUIRION RENE
QUIRION MARY HELEN
PO BOX 42
CUMBERLAND,ME 04021

U22/
24/C
I
SWANDAVIDC
16 HILLCREST DR
CUMBERLANDCTR, ME 04021

U2
40/
I
BA IDGE RAYMOND A
BBIDGE JANEE
23 ISLAND AVENUE
CUMBERLAND,ME 04021

U02/
30/
ROWE BRENT A
ROWE ELIZABETHB
2 RUSSELL RD
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 04110

U22/
25/
HEY PETER A
HEY CATHERINEA
275 ROCKY HILL ROAD
NORTH HAMPTON, MA 01062

U22/
41/
RANALLETrI MARK R
WALLINGFORDKATHRYN A
33 CLIFF ROAD ·
GRAY, ME 04039

U02/
30/8
HUGHES MARGARETL
6 RUSSELL ROAD
CUMBERLANDFSDE, ME 04110

U22/
26/
BUHELTWAYNEA
BUHELT LORETTA
2 HILL STREET
CUMBERLAND, E 04021

U22/
SWAND
I
LCRESTDR
CUMBERLANDCTR, ME 04

U02/
31/
/
/
LITTLE HOUSE ASSOCIATES
C/O GREG WILLIAMS
3 RUSSELL RD
CUMBERLANDFSDE, ME 04110

5160®

U22/
33/
I
SSANDER PAULINEL
OSSANDER IVAN L
I HILL STREET
CUMBERLANDCTR, ME 04021

GALE CARLC
6 FO EST AVENUE
CU BERLAND,ME 04021
60/

· ~ AVERY®

www.avery.com
1-800-GO-AVERY

125NORTH WELL ST
METHU , MA 01844-2262
NORTH HAMPTON,MA 01062

U02/
33/
/
BRILL MORGAN
AGRAN GREGORY
21 JOHN CROSS ROAD
BEDFORD CORNERS,NY 10549

U22/
30/
BURWELL BRIAN R
12 MAPLE AVENUE
FREEPORT,ME 04032

U0 I/
22/
/
MOORE ROBERT A
5 SPRUCE LANE
CUMBERLANDFSDE, ME 04110

U02/
35/
I
LEMOLE GERALDM
LEMOLE EMILYJANE A
404 TOMLINSON ROAD
HUNTINGTONVALLEY, PA 19006

U22/
32/
/
BURWELL BRIAN R
12 MAPLE AVENUE
FREEPORT,ME 04032

U
22/
/
ROOKS JONATHAN K
BROOKSSTEPHANIE
24 ISLAND AVENUE
CUMBERLANDCTR, ME 04021
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UI I/A
I/
UI0/
ROBINSON CAROLYN 0
IO LINDEN COURT
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

UI I/A
I/
U24/
CROUCH RAMON
4 WINTERBERRY COURT
UMBERLAND, ME 04021

Ul I/A
I/
UI I/
HORLER SANDRA F
11 LINDEN COURT
UMBERLAND, ME 04021

11/A
I/
U25/
S MARGARETE
INTERBERRY COURT

I/

Ul3/

BERLAND, ME 04021

Ul4/

Ull/A
BELANGER RO ER R & SANDRA L
16 LINDEN COU T

@ AVERY®

www.avery.com
1-800-GO-AVERY

28 WIN ERBERRY COURT
CUMBE LAND, ME 04021

ROS/ 68/G
I
I
PIAMPIANO BRENDA T
412 BLANCHARD ROAD
CUMBERLAND CTR, ME 04021-9750

U05/
6/8
I
NAPPI MICHELLE
6 STURDIVANT ROAD
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 04110

ROS/ 68/A
I
MCCORMACK KERMIT E
MCCORMACK SUZANNE L
365 BLANCHARD ROAD
CUMBERLAND CTR, ME 04021

I06I

ROI/
16/8
/
LITTLEFIELDJULIA C
20 ISLAND POND ROAD
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 041

I05/

LIBBY ANNE*
3 MEADOWOO
SCARBOROUGH

ROS/ 52/F
C CHRAN THOMAS 8
C CHRAN EDNA EC
123 ORCHARD ROAD

ROS/
POITRASG
POITRAS K
5 GAYLE

30W
CUM

UI I/A

U22/
LOMBA
16ISLA
CUMBE

UI I/A
HAY JO
HAYC
19WIN

5160®

OURT
04021-4056

I
E
UE
E 04021

I06/

28 GAYLES WAY
CUMBERLAND CTR, ME 04021

,

U20/
20 WI I ERBERRY COURT
CUMS RLAND, ME 04021

I/

U22/

OODYILLERD

/

ROS/ 68/C
I
I
PIAMPIANO ROBERT J
PIAMPIANO BRENDA T
412 BLANCHARDROAD
CUMBERLAND CTR, ME 04021-9750

U0 /
7/
I
GIG OUX EDWARD
ORI E FREDERICK J
UPSTON JOHN E
539 FOREST SPRINGS
D/1 WOODY, GA 30338

ROS/ 68/F
I
KIBLER SCOTTS
38 STOCKBRIDGE DRIVE
YARMOUTH, ME 04096

/uo11
211
1
1
opoDRICH HELEN p
GOODRICH JAMES F
9 SPRUCE LANE
CUMS FORESIDE, ME 04110
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U22/. 26/A
/
/
I ES MARILYN M*
I FLAG POND ROAD
SA 0, ME 04072

UI I/

--

www.avery.com
1-800-GO-AV

U06/
93/
I
I
BECKMANN THOMAS M
ECKMANN TERRY JO
COVESIDE
C
BERLAND FSDE, M

RY

@ AVERY® 5160®

4110

Ul/ 1/

U0I/
16/
I
CERRO E JULIE WALLER
8 SP CE LANE

U22/, 35/
SMI
DUNCAN G
S ITH MARTHA W
7 ISLAND AVENUE
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

U03/
51
MCCORMICK CHRISTOPHERJ
56 DEANS WAY
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 04110

U05/
13/E
/
WALTERS MARY-JO
KEFFER JOHN Y
26 LANEWOOD ROAD
CUMB FORESIDE, ME 04110

U02/
30/A
QUINTANA HELENE C
4 RUSSELL RD
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 04110

U02/
10/
CRAIG ROBERT SANDERSON
89 SANDERSON ROAD
CUMB FORESIDE, ME 04110

U02/
34/
KELLEY JUDITH A*
10 RUSSELL ROAD
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 04110

U02/
32/
CLARK NATHAN J
5 RUSSELL ROAD
CUMB FORESIDE, ME 041 IO

U03/
5/C
BERGSON STEPHEN B
43 DEANS WAY
CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 04110

U22/
24/A
/
ONG SANDRA G*
ONGTOMD
5 IRCHWOOD LANE
WE TPORT, CT 06880

ROS/ 68/D
KALINICH BEATRICE
KALINICH JEFFREY
371 BLANCHARD ROAD
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

Ul I/

/

II

FOSTER
RPF REAL
PO BOX 586
PORTLAND

ROS/ 68/E
/
WILDES BRUCE S
WILDES NANCY JS
379 BLANCHARD ROAD
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021
U

I

881

HEB
HEB
6CO
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Consent Agreement "DRAFT"
This Consent Agreement is entered into on the
day of November, 2005, by
and between Morgan Brill and Gregory Agran (Brill & Agran), individuals who own
property located at 12 Russell Road in Cumberland, Maine; The F. A. Bartlett Tree
Expert Company, a corporation which is registered with and duly authorized to transact
business in the State of Maine, and which has an office located at 9 Washington Avenue
in Scarborough, Maine (Bartlett); and the Town of Cumberland (Town), a municipal
corporation in the County of Cumberland and the State of Maine.
Brill & Agran, Bartlett and the Town stipulate to the following facts:

1.

The Town is a municipal corporation organized under the laws of the State
of Maine. William C. Longley Jr. is the duly authorized and Certified Code
Enforcement Officer of the Town and authorized under state law to
administer and enforce the Town's Zoning Ordinance.

2.

Brill and/or Agran contracted with Tim Lindsay of Bartlett to cut trees on
their property located at 12 Russell Road (property or site) in the Town of
Cumberland.

3.

On or about July 26, 2005, a complaint was responded to at the property in
regards to tree cutting within the 250' Shoreland Zone. Three workers from
Bartlett were on site cutting trees and limbs in the Resource Protection
Zone. (Below the top of the bank)

4.

The Bartlett crew advised that they worked at the direction of Tim Lindsay,
an ISA Certified Arborist. They also stated that the homeowners were not
home at this time.

5.

The Bartlett crew was asked to cease any further cutting of trees or limbs in
the Resource Protection Zone (Violation), and they were allowed to take
one dead limb over the walkway or steps to the beach and chip the debris
already cut.

6.

Contact was made with Tim Lindsay. The Violation was discussed with
Mr. Lindsay, and he was advised that further action would be
recommended after a site visit with a representative of the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP).
I of4

7.

On or about August 18, 2005, Mike Morse, a Shoreland specialist with
DEP conducted a site visit and agreed that a violation had occurred. He
recommended a fine of not less than $2,500.00 and a replanting plan of 2 to
1 for each tree removed from the Resource Protection Zone. He also
suggested a review of the trees that had been topped in a year in order to
confirm if they would need to be replaced.

8.

On or about August 18, 2005, contact was attempted at 12 Russell Road
and neither of the owners was home. Subsequently Morgan Brill was
notified by phone that the DEP and the Town had been to the site and had
determined that a violation of Town Zoning Ordinance Section 423
subsection 16 Clearing of Vegetation for development had occurred.

9.

Bartlett has agreed to pay a fine of $2,500.00 to the Town of Cumberland
for the above agreed upon violations and replant at 2 to I all trees cut in the
Resource Protection Zone.

10.

Morgan Brill, Gregory Agran and Tim Lindsay agree to educate themselves
with the Shoreland Section of the Zoning Ordinance, and they also agree to
not violate the same in the future.

11.

The Town agrees to relinquish its rights to prosecute Morgan Brill and
Gregory Agran, their successors in the real property interest, assigns and
heirs, for any alleged violation arising from the cutting of trees and limbs
on or about July 26, 2005.

12.

The Town agrees to relinquish its rights to prosecute Tim Lindsay and/or
Bartlett for any alleged violation arising from the cutting of trees and limbs
on or about July 26, 2005.

13.

This Consent Agreement shall be binding upon Morgan Brill, Gregory
Agran, and Bartlett, their successors in real property interest, assigns and
heirs and it shall be duly recorded by Tim Lindsay in the Cumberland
County Registry of Deeds within thirty days with a copy of the record
instrument to be provided to the Code Enforcement Officer.

14.

At a meeting on the Town Council on November ___ , 2005, the Town
approved this resolution of alleged zoning violation based upon terms and
conditions set forth in this Agreement, and authorized the Code
Enforcement Officer to sign this Consent Agreement on behalf of the
Town.

2 of 4

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have executed this Agreement on
the date appearing beside their names below.

Date: November __

, 2005
Morgan Brill

Date: November

, 2005
Gregory Agran
The F. A. Bartlett Tree Expert Company

Date: November

By: ______________
James B. Ingram, its duly authorized
Vice President

, 2005

_

Town of Cumberland
Date: November

STATE OF
COUNTY OF

By: ______________
_
William C. Longley, Jr., its duly
authorized Code Enforcement Officer

, 2005

)
)
)

ss:

Personally appeared Morgan Brill signer and sealer of the foregoing instrument,and
acknowledgedthe same to be his free and act deed, before me.
Notary Public

STATE OF

)

ss:

)

COUNTY OF

)

Personally appeared Gregory Agran, signer and sealer of the foregoing instrument, and
acknowledgedthe same to be his free and act deed, before me.
Notary Public

3 of 4

STATE OF
COUNTY OF

)
)
)

ss:

Personally appeared THE F. A. BARTLETT TREE EXPERT COMPANY, by James B.
Ingram, its Vice President, signer and sealer of the foregoing instrument, who acknowledged the
same to be his free act and deed, and the free act and deed of said Company, before me.

Notary Public

STA TE OF MAINE

)

COUNTY OF

)
)

ss:

Personally appeared THE TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE, by William C.
Longley, Jr., its Code Enforcement Officer, signer and sealer of the foregoing instrument, who
acknowledged the same to be his free act and deed, and the free act and deed of said Town of
Cumberland, Maine, before me.

Notary Public
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Cumberland Fire Department
366 Tuttle Road, Cumberland Center, Maine 04021
Emergency 911
Business 829-5421
Fax 829-4256

Email dsmall@cumberlandmaine.com

Daniel R. Small
Chief

REPORT FOR SEPTEMBER 2005
The Cumberland Fire Department responded to 52 incidents during the month of September 2005. Mutual
Aid was given ten times, and received 12 times.
On September 1s1,Engine 1, Ladder 7, and Squad 1 responded to Old Powerhouse Road in Falmouth to assist
with a structure fire.
On September 23 rd, the Fire Department responded to the Greely Middle School for a report of smoke in the
building, the source of the odor was workers grinding asphalt outside of the building.
Later in the day a call was received reporting smoke in the building at the Mile 56 Burger King complex.
Upon arrival, crews found a substantial amount of smoke in the building, the source of the smoke was later
determined to be an outside fire. The smoke was being drawn into the building through the air-handling
system.
That evening crews were also called to assist the Y aimouth Fire Depa1tment with a reported structure fire on
Moshier Island. The RlT Team responded to Cousins Island, and personnel from Chebeague Station
responded to Moshier Island in their personal watercraft to investigate. The source of the fire was an
unpe1mitted bonfire on the island.
1

On Sunday September 25 '\ the Cumberland Fair began. The Fire Department provided coverage at a
number of events; including gate coverage on opening and closing day, grounds coverage throughout the
week, the demolition derby, truck pulls, mini-tractor pulls, extrication demonstration, and the truck drags.
th
On Thursday, September 29 heavy winds and rain moved into the area. Deputy Chief Copp worked with
Cumberland Farmers Club personnel and Gillette Shows personnel to ensure that the rides would be able to
withstand the heavy wind conditions.
th

On September 29 the Fire Department responded to Autoland Used Cars on Gray Road for a structure fire.
Upon arrival, crews found that an arcing wire had caused a fire on the outside of the building. The building
owner had knocked down the fire prior to Fire Department a1Tival.
1

On September 19 '\ Chebeague Station personnel participated in a tanker shuttle drill. Mainland personnel
had an open drill to complete truck inventories and dry hydrant testing.
Our Fire Prevention Officer, Sheldon Gregoire, completed 57 inspections during the month of September
including the Victualer's Inspections at the Cumberland Fair. Sheldon has been a great addition to our team,
and is working to update all of our Pre-plan Books and enter all of the inspection inf01mation that he gathers
into IMC. IMC is the software that is used in the Yarmouth Communications Center, and the records
management system that is now used by the Fire Department. We are now working to move all of the data
and records held by the Fire Department into this system. This will provide us with reliable and complete
records management system, we are excited about the capabilities of this system and what it will offer us as a
Depattment.

CUMBERLAND FIRE DEPARTMENT
2005 RUN STATISTICS AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 2005
LEGEND-

LYT = Last Year Total
YTD = Year to Date

LYTD = Last Year to Date
TFCM = Total for Current Month

NUMBER OF RUNS ASSIGNED PER COMPANY
LYT
LYTD
YTD

TFCM

Engine l
Engine 2
Engine 3
Engine 4
Engine 5
Engine 6
Engine 8
Engine 9
Engine 17
Forestry 2
Ladder 7
Marine 1
Squad 1
Tank 1
FF/EMT
FD/PD
SERVI

102
063
101
020
077
010
020
010
011
005
105
000
161
010
073
039
005

009
007
007
001
010
001
003
001
011
000
009
000
019
001
011
006
000

TYPE OF INCIDENTS REPORTED
LYT

LYTD

YTD

TFCM

Structure Fire/Smoke in bldg.=
Chimney Fire
=
Motor Vehicle Crash
=
Vehicle Fire
=
Mutual Aid
=
RIT
=
Fire Alann Activation
=
Flammable Liquid Spills
=
Grass/Brush/Woods Fire
=
Water Rescue
=
EMS
=
Carbon Monoxide
=
Water Problem
=
Outside Electrical Problem =
Public Assistance
=
LP Gas Problem
=
Interior Electrical Problem
Station Staffing
=
Outside Event Coverage
=
Other
=
TOTALS
=

028
005
028
008
063
043
043
006
036
001
055
007
009
011
011
003
005
000
028
006
396

022
001
024
011
051
047
040
004
032
002
071
007
019
026
021
001
000
011
023
002
415

003
000
003
000
004
005
005
001
004
000
011
000
000
002
001
000
000
000
013
000
052

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=

=

137
107
143
025
119
009
013
009
011
008
137
000
236
009
080
074

106
077
109
019
090
009
012
009
015
008
107
000
176
009
062
057

=

034
005
042
010
080
059
055
006
042
001
068
009
009
020
022
005
005
000
036
007
515

October 20, 2005

George Turner, Councilor
Town of Cumberland
Bill Shane, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland

Dear George and Bill,
I would like to thank both of you for your efforts to add bike/walking paths along route
88 in Cumberland.
We moved back to Cumberland three years ago and the traffic and the number of people
on bikes, walking and jogging has increased to a large degree.
As you are well aware, it is very dangerous on rte 88 in it's present state. Some joggers
refuse to leave the pavement even when two cars are passing .
It seems that if Main Street can have sidewalks or bike paths, that rte 88 should have
them too. But more than any reason is the safety issue.
Again, thank you for your efforts to improve rte 88 in Cumberland.

Sincerely,

Robert F.Fuller
14 Heron Lane, Cumberland
mailing address: PO BOX 1440 YARM.OUTH, MAINE 04096

781-3534

Master Summary Report

'!Monthly Building l!ermits

Cfjr5S

Start Date:
Em/Date:

9/1/2005

I

9/30/2005

I

I

Access. Struct.
Addition
Condo

$40,000.00

S208.00

6

$955,100.00

s2.421.10

10

$1,590,000.00

$7,829.90

$2,000.00

$25.00

Deck

I
I
I
1

I

I

I House

$135,000.00

Renovation

$445.60 j
I
$2,545.00 I

10

$267,700.00

4

$8,495.00

s100.00

Shore/and Permit

$0.00

s15o.oo

Shore/andZonh,g

$0.00

$150.00

35

$2,998,295.00

$13,874.60

7

$235,700.00

37

$3,288,609.50

6

$7,478,337.00

S8,950.40

I Condo

10

$1,590,000.00

$7,829.90

, Deck

13

$48,650.00

iDe111olition

4

$1,000.00

s6o.oo

Foundation

3

$46,886.00

$444.00

· Garage

10

$346,266.00

S1,273.20

: House

28

$8,058,500.00

$21,163.95

6

$1,950,000.00

$3,972.60

$15,000.00

s50.00

8

$123,200.00

$825.00

7

$43,200.00

45

$1,198,293.57

$308.80 :
I
s9.873.60

19

$41,745.00

$483.00

$0.00

$150.00

Shed

I
I

I

I
I

Totals

1
I

I

- -- - •------

,-- ----! YTD Building Permits
I
I

Access. Struct.

IAddition
Commercial

$965.751
$10,700.82 I

I
$345.00 j

I
I

I

I

1

House I Condo

I Pier
Pool
I

Porches
IR
.
I e11ovat10n
Shed

i Shore/and
/11011dny,
October 17, 2005

I
'

I
I

I

I

Page 1 of 2

IShore/and

Permit

)

$150.00

$0.00

I

I Shore/and

Zoning

4

$19,000.00

$600.00 ,

$6,000.00

$50.00

I

I Temp. Structure
i

211

$24,490,387.07

i

S68, 196.02 I

I

I Electrical Permits for dates between
I 09/01/05 and 09/30/05
Count

Fee

24

$2,434.90

YTD Electrical Permits

Count
150

Fee
$10,675.15

::==================================:::'.
~=============================
Plumbing Permits for dates
!between 09/01/05 and 09/30/05

Count
26

Fee
$2,926.50

Wed11esday,
November 02, 2005

YTD Plumbing Permits

Count
157

Fee
$15,906.50

Page 2 of 2

)

Building Permits
Date

Permit

Mae!Lot

9/6/2005

05-178

R02D/ 3 2

9/6/2005

05-179

9/6/2005

9/1/2005

End Date:

9/30/2005

Location

lme_rvmnt

CUSTOM BUil T

5SAND POINT

Condo

$155,000.00

$720.95

R02D/ 3 7

CUSTOM BUil T

10 SAND POINT

Condo

$160,000.00

$798.50

05-180

R02D / 3 8

CUSTOM BUil T

12 SAND POINT

Condo

$160,000.00

$798.50

9/6/2005

05-181

U03 / 44

CARON DANA

7LONGMEADO

Renovation

$25,000.00

$250.00

9/6/2005

05-182

R01 / 66

GARANT FELICIA

112 Tuttle Road

Shed

$2,700.00

$25.00

9/6/2005

05-183

R02B / 22

HUTCHINGS JOH 30 FRIAR LANE

Deck

$2,000.00

$25.00

9/8/2005

05-177

R02D/3

1

CUSTOM BUil T

3SAND POINT

Condo

$155,000.00

$720.95

9/8/2005

05-184

R02D /3 2

CUSTOM BUil T

31 SAND POINT

Condo

$160,000.00

$798.50

9/8/2005

05-185

R02D / 3 1

CUSTOM BUil T

29 SAND POINT

Condo

$160,000.00

$798.50

9/8/2005

05-186

U10A / 25

VLAHAKOS BAR

1 DROWNE RO

Renovation

$4,000.00

$100.00

9/8/2005

05-187

U11 / 31

PREFETTI MICHA 283 MAIN STRE

Renovation

$3,500.00

$50.00

9/15/2005

05-188

R08 / 45

CAMPBELL RUSS 146 ORCHARD

Renovation

$1,200.00

$50.00

9/15/2005

05-189

R05/45

ROBERTS DEAN

162 BLANCHAR

Addition

$5,500.00

$55.00

9/15/2005

05-190

ROSA/ 3

MILLIKEN ROGE

70 BLANCHARD

Addition

$450,000.00

$1,175.60

9/15/2005

05-191SZ

104/ 85

LAYNG FAMILY P

11 ZAUGG LAN

Addition

$350,000.00

$588.50

9/15/2005

05-192SZ

104/ 85

LAYNG FAMILY P

11 ZAUGG LAN

Shoreland Zani

$0.00

$150.00

9/19/2005

05-193

R02D/ 3 5

Custom Built Hom

9 Sand Point Lan Condo

$160,000.00

$798.50

9/19/2005

05-194

R02D / 3 6

Custom Built Hom

11 Sand Point La Condo

$160,000.00

$798.50

9/19/2005

05-195

R02D / 3 9

Custom Built Hom

15 Sand Point La Condo

$160,000.00

$798.50

9/19/2005

05-196

R02D / 3 1

Custom Built Hom

17 Sand Point La Condo

$160,000.00

$798.50

9/21/2005

05-197

R07/85

WRIGHT STEPH

60 SKILLINGS R Addition

$2,000.00

$50.00

9/21/2005

05-198

R01 / 60C

SEELY JAMES

15 JESSIE'S LA

Access. Struct.

$40,000.00

$208.00

9/21/2005

05-199

R01 / 58

BENNERT JEFFR

60 TUTTLE RO

Renovation

$70,000.00

$700.00

9/21/2005

05-200

U13/103

KERR SCOTTS

9 FARWELL AV

Shed

$1,295.00

$25.00

9/21/2005

05-201

R03 / 39

BEANE VIRGIL E'

40 HARRIS ROA Addition

$9,900.00

$99.00

9/21/2005

05-202SZ

103/ 40

SMITH NORMA E

35BROOKWOO

Renovation

$1,000.00

$50.00

9/21/2005

05-203SZ

103/ 40

SMITH NORMA E

35BROOKWOO

Shoreland Per

$0.00

$150.00

9/22/2005

05-204

R01 / 37

WHEATON ROBE 95 MIDDLE ROA Renovation

$10,000.00

$100.00

October 17, 2005

Owner

Start Date:

Est Cost

Fee

Page I o/2

Est Cost

Fee

Location

lme_rvmnt

44 CROSSING

Renovation

$10,000.00

$100.00

WES TH OVEN RO 31 HEDGEROW

Renovation

$138,000.00

$1,095.00

R07C /9A

BROWN JAMES

35 MILL ROAD

Addition

$137,700.00

$453.00

05-208

R08 / 58

WELCH RUBYE'

76 ORCHARD R House

$135,000.00

$445.60

9/29/2005

05-209

R07 / 1 A

POWERS HERBE

57 OLD FARM

Shed

$500.00

$25.00

9/30/2005

05-210

U12A / 4

MCKENNEY RICH 26 SUNNYFIEL

Shed

$4,000.00

$25.00

9/30/2005

05-211

U14 / 1

PARKER STERLI

Renovation

$5,000.00

$50.00

$2,998,295.00

$13,874.60

Owner

Date

Permit

9/27/2005

05-205

R04B / 19

LANDIS J WILLIA

9/27/2005

05-206

U14 / 130

9/27/2005

05-207

9/28/2005

Mae/Lot

288 GREELY R

)

)
Mo11d11y,

17, 2005
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PLANNING BOARD MEETING
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
Cumberland Town Hall - 290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021
Tuesday, November 15, 2005 - 7:00 p.m.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval of Minutes of October 18, 2005
Consent Calendar/ Deminimus Change Approvals:

Advisory recommendation - required by Section 410 of the Zoning Ordinance
"Extraction of Earth Materials" for a special permit from the Zoning Board of Appeals;
Foreside Village, LLC, Route One, Tax Assessor Map ROI, Lots 8 and 11, Pinkham
Greer Consulting Engineers, Inc., David Chase, Applicant and Owner.
E.

Hearings and Presentations

1.

Public Hearing - Preliminary Plan Review - Majo·r 4-lot subdivision - Roy Hill
Woods, Roy Hill Road, Chebeague Island, Tax Assessor Map I03 Lot 130A; Jeffrey

Perry, P.E., Sebago Technics, Representative; Tom Fernandez, Applicant, Owner.
2.

Public Hearing - Minor Site Plan Review- Cumberland Salvage, 40 Blackstrap
Road, Tax Assessor Map R07, Lot 60, in the Rural Residential 2 (RR2) district, Jerald

Copp, Applicant and Owner.

3.

Public Hearing - To recommend to the Town Council the adoption of an
amendment to Section 205.1 Lot Regulations of the Zoning Ordinance - and to include
sections - 205.1.a - The lot was created in accordance with all applicable zoning
requirements in effect at the time of its creation. 205.1.b- The lot is abutted on two or
more sides by the same street; and 205.1.c - The lot meets the frontage requirements for
its zoning district on at least one side of the lot.

4.

Public Hearing - To recommend to the Town Council the adoption of an
amendment to Section 204.1.1.2 Special Exception uses in the Rural Residential One
(RR I) district of the Zoning Ordinance .17 - Outdoor recreational facility, subject to Site
Plan Review.

5.

Public Hearing - To recommend to the Town Council the adoption of an

)-

amendment to 204.1.2.2 -Special Exception uses in the Rural Residential District 2
(RR2) of the Zoning Ordinance - .17 - Outdoor recreational facility, subject to Site Plan
Review.
6.

Public Hearing - To recommend to the Town Council to repeal and replace Section
423.4 - Piers, Docks, Wharves, Bridges and Other Structures and Uses Extending Over

or Beyond the Normal High-Water Line of a Water Body or Within a Wetland Shoreland
Area of the of the Zoning Ordinance.
F.

Administrative Matters

G.

Adjournment

Chebeague Island Representatives of the
Secession Territory
276 South Road
Chebeague Island, ME 04017
Town Council
Town of Cumberland
Tuttle Road
Cumberland Center, Maine 04021
November 14, 2005
Dear Chairman Stiles,
We, as the five representatives of the Chebeague Island Secession Territory, are ready to meet
with the designated negotiators of the Cumberland Town Council to begin the negotiation
process. We are prepared to negotiate in a fair and equitable manner. We believe that this process
can be completed and the results can be presented to the council before the end of the year.
Thank you very much, and we look forward to carrying on in the spirit of trust and cooperation
we have developed throughout this process.

NOTICE
TOWN COUNCIL WORKSHOP AND MEETING
MONDAY, November 14, 2005
The Cumberland Town Council will hold a Workshop at
6:00 p.m. on Monday, November 14, 2005 to receive a
presentation re: extension of a water line to Route I 00. The
Regular Meeting will begin at 7:00 p.m., in Town Council
Chambers. Public hearings are scheduled for the following items:
acceptance of public easements for several roads designated as
private; Victualer's license for Heidi Valenzuela, d/b/a Name Your
Diet, 96 Range Road; discussion re: snowmobile trails; Consent
Agreement with Morgan Brill and Greg01y Agran re: alleged
zoning violation; and amendment to Route One Kennedy Contract
Zone. An opportunity for public comment will be provided, and a
complete agenda may be found on the town's web site at
www.cumberlandmaine.con1. The regular meeting will be followed
by an Executive Session, pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A., Section
405(6)(E), re: consultations with legal counsel.

NOTICE
TOWNCOUNCIL
WORKSHOPAND MEETING
Monday,November14, 2005
The CumberlandTownCouncilwillholda Workshopat 6:00p.m. on Monday,
Nov.ember14, 2005 to receivea presentationre: extensionof a water line to
Route 100. The RegularM~etingwill begin at 7:00 p.m., in Town Council
Chambers.Public hearingsare scheduledfor the followingitems:acceptance
of publiceasementsfor severalroadsdesignatedas private;Victualer'slicense
for HeidiValenzuela,d/b/aName YourDiet, 96 RangeRoad; discussionre:
snowmobiletrails;ConsentAgreementwithMorganBrill and GregoryAgran
re: allegedzoningviolation;and amendmentto RouteOneKennedyContract
Zone.An opportunityfor public commentwill be provided,and a complete
agendamay be foundon the town's web site at www.cumberlandmaine.com.
· The regularmeetingwill be followedby an ExecutiveSession,pursuant to 1
M.R.S.A.,Section405(6)(E),re: consultationswith legal counsel.
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